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ABSTRACT
This report contains the re~ults of a comprehensive
study on Prestress Losses in Pretensioned Concrete Structural
Members. The: experimental program included a preliminary compari-
son of characteristics of several!concrete mixtures regularly used
in Pennsylvania, an extensive study of the elastic, creep and
shrinkage 'beh~vior of two of these concretes representing respec-
tively the upper and the lower bounds, and a study of the relaxa-
~·tibn~characteristicsof prestressing strands. Stress-strain-time
~~lationship~'we~e developed empirically for both concrete and
~ . , .,
st~,e'l; ,~,e,pi~ting,-,their elastic, creep, shrinkage and relaxation
properties.· . A basic procedure for the evaluation of stress con-
ditiol1sinapretensioned member was established by linking these
·~tres~~str~in~~i~e relationships by conditions of compatibility
and equilibrium.,
A practical procedure is recommended for predicting pre-
stress losses at various times, based on an extensive parametric
study of the bas~c procedure~ Attention is focused on prestress
losses at the two crucial design stages, namely, immediately upon
transfer and at the end of service life. Effect of applied load
is .fully ta'ken into consideration 0 Exam.ples of ap.plicati'on of
the recommended procedure and comparisons with other methods are
given.
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10 INTRODUCTION
1,,1 Bac'kground
One of the main problems in the analysis and design of
prestressed concrete structural members is the estimation of the
loss of prestress over an extended period of time. In pretensioned
members, this loss of prestress is primarily attributed to four
causes: elastic shortening of the member due to prestress~ shrink-
age of concrete, creep· deformation in concrete, and relaxation of
prestressing steel. While the elastic deformation occurs instan~
taneously and completely upon the application of prestress,' the
'other three items in the above list are all time~dependent and'
theoretically continue indefinitely. These three time-dependent
phenomena are also dependent upon one another, hence cannot be:',....':.,.\,,'.,·
separateJd completely. In addition, any change in prestress would
induce ,an elastic response in the member, thus causing a change. in
the elastic deformation and further complicating the problema
At the present time, the'method for the estimation of
prestress losses varies widely in different specification$o Some
I 4 ~.I .:.
design codes specify simply a flat percentage or even a constant
1 16
value' . In contrast, other specifications L,itl'cl'ude detail~,d and:,'
, 7 14:'·-" I
lengthy methods involving nlUllerous equations, tables and charts ,. "a
Neither of these extremes has been satisfactory to the design engi-
neers.
In Pennsylvania, the standard pretensioned prestressed
concrete highway bridge members were designed based on a flat per-
centage loss of 20% (of initial tensioning stress) for box-beams
16
and 22.8% for I~beams " For beains not covered by the standard,
the loss of prestress is computed according to the 1954 BPR
~f = 6000 + 16 f + 0.04 f 0
S cs 81
where Af = loss of prestress, in; psi
s
f = initial stress in concrete, at the centroid ofcs
prestressing steel, in psi
f
si = initial prestress in s'teel, in, ps'i
A new' set of standard designs of pretensioned concrete bridge mem~
bers is presently (1972) being prepared for the Pennsylvania
16
Department of Transportation These new designs are based on a
modified BPR form,ula, in whi,ch the last term was changed to
0.08 1,. to reflect a higher and more~re~listic estimate of the re-
:' Sl
" 12
laxati'on ,loss ...
It has long been recognized that many factors affect the
prestress los~ in a structural member, and that' these factors ,are
not properly reflected in either the flat percentage or the BPR
.' formula D The research project reported herein, entitied TTPrestress
Losses in Pretensiorie,d Prestressed Concrete Structural Members tT ,
-2-
represents;a~.effort to improve the ~ethod for estimating pre~
stress losses.
1.2 Objectives
The primary purpose of this research project is to es-
tablisha rational basis for the estimation of loss of prestress
in pretensioned concrete bridge members, and to develop a practi-
cal method for such estimation. As far as possible, the several
components of the prestress losses~ elastic deformation, creep,
shrinkage and relaxation, are to be studied separately, so that
the r~lative si~nffi~ance of each item can be ascertained. Special
emphasis is placed on the materials used for highway bridge members
in the state' o~ Penrisylvania.
A pilot study revealed that the concre~es supplied by
the several .pre~tress'ing plants in the.',·,~:tate vary considerably in
I· ~ I ~. ..
their prestress-16sB characteristicso Based on this findin~, the
experimental study was expanded in order to establish an upper and
a lower bound of the prestress losses for members fabricated in
the state of Pennsylvania.
1.3 Summ~ryof Project,Work
This research.project was started in October 1966~ Orig-
in~lly planned for a period of five years, it was later extend~d
by more than two yearS,terminating by the, ,end bf September 1973~
The first eighteen months of this project was devoted to
a preliminary study, 60mparing charact~ristics of concretes
-.3-
regularly used for prestressed concrete highway bridge members in
Pennsylvania. From this preliminary study, two fabricating plants
were selected as producing concretes exhibiting the highest and
lowest prestress loss potential, respectively.
Main concrete specimens were fabricated at these two
plants during the spring and summer of 1968 and transported to
Fritz Laboratory af-ter ap,proximate ly three days for storage and
observation. Also fabricated were two full size specimens, for
the purpose of correlation.
Steel strand specimens were tested in steel double-angle
load~frames for the evaluation of their relaxation properties. The
tensioning of relaxation (constant strai~ specimens was started- ih
November of 1968, and completed almost on,e yea!' later. Strands
were also tested in a simulated constant load condition and under
vary~?g strain and stress, to detect the effect of the ~ode of
loading 0
The last two years of this project ~ere p~imarily de-
voted to the analysis of the collected data, and the development
of a new method for the estimat~on of prest~ess loSses.
Six interim repo~ts have been, issued in the past several
years, dealing with the experimehtal prog~am, the analysis of data
and preliminary results of various phases of this research project.
These reports are listed belot.J:
1. FL Repo~t 399~1: Comparative St~dy of'Se~eral'Concretes
Regarding Their Potentials for Contributing to Prestress
... 4-
Loss~s, by A. Rhoksar and T. 'Huang, JGrie 1968.
2. FL Report 339.3: Concrete Strains in Pretensioned Con-
crete st~uctural Members ~ Preliminary Report, by T.
Huang' and Do Co Frederickson, Jun~ 19690
3,. FL Report 339.4: Relaxation Losses in 7/16 in. Diameter
Special Grade Prestressing Strands, by E. G. Schultchen
:.:
'and To' Huang, July ,1969 .
4. FL Report 339.5: Relaxation Losses in Stress-Relieved
Special Grade Prestressing Strands; by R.o J. Batal~and'
To Huang, April 19710
5. FL'Report 339.6: Relaxation Behavior of Prestressing
Strands, by E~ G. Schultchen, H. T. Ying and To Huang,
60 FL Report 339.7: Estimation of Concrete Strains and Pre-
stress Losses in Pretensioned Members, by H~,~. Ying,
Eo Go Schultchen and T" Huang, May' '1972-~ P'ri:'ntiEfd',J1arch'19'7'3.-
1.4 Definitions
In the rapid development of prestressed concrete as an
important structural system, several te~ms have been used rather
loosely,without a precise and universal;:Ly accepted definition. For
the sake of clarity, the definitions listed below have been adopted
for this report. The author does not claim authority in pronounc~
ing these definitions, nor does he~ anticipate quick endorsement of
'-5-
these definitions by the profession~ However, a set of definitions
is necessary to avoid confusion and to enable a rational discussion.
Prestress: The stress introduced in concrete or steel
prior to the application of loads. At a given time after transfer,
the prestress is defined as the stress remaining in the material
if all applied loads, including the weight of the member, were
temporarily removed. In other words, prestress is the difference
obtained by subtracting the stresses caused by the dead and live
loads from the prevailing stress at the timee By this definition,
the prestress is not changed instantaneously by the application of
any load, and remains a fixed quantity dependent upon the design
and loading history of the members.
Losses: Losses of prestress are evaluated with refer-
ence to the initial tensioning stress in the steel elements as
existing upon anchorage to the prestressing bed. Therefore, pre-
stress losses include the contributions of elastic shortening,
creep, shrinkage and relaxationo In contrast, the friction and
anchorage losses which take place at the 'time of tensioning, are
not considered.
Shrinkage: Shrinkage of a prestressed concrete'member
is taken to be the same as that of an unstressed and unloaded com-
panion.,·,member. In other, words, shrinkage is defined to be inde ....
pendent of stress. Furthermore, in Section 30103, the restraining
ef·feet of longitudinal steel is excluded from the shrinkage
-=-6-
.phenomenon~ Hence, shrinkage strain of a'member is defined to be
that of an unreinforced and unloaded companion memberQ
Creep: The time-depend~nt strain of concrete under sus-
tained loading, including both basic creep and drying creepQ In
cases where the stress, varie~ wi th time" th.e instantaneous strain
caused by' the change of stress is included in the elastic strain,
and is not considereq a part of the creep straine However, the
long term effect of the change of stress is included in creep ..
Relaxation: The decrease of steel stress when subjected
to a sustained strain$ Similar to the creep strain, the stress
change which can be elastically calculated from the strain change
is not included in the relaxationo In' other words, relaxation is
defined to be that portion of the prestress loss which cannot be
elastically related to the changes in strainso Relaxation loss of
prestress is subdivided into two parts, the initial relaxation
loss, occurring before transfer'of prestress, and the long term
relaxation loss, occurring after transfer~
Applied Loads: All loads acting on the member, including
the weight of the member itselfo
~7-
.' 2 -~'.~- EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
2.1 Preliminary Study
The original purpose of the preliminary study ,was to
identify one representation concrete mix for use in fabricating
the main specimens. However, the several concretes studied~were
found to 'd~ffer significantly in their-elastic, creep and shrink-
age"characteristics. As a'consequence, two concrete mixes were
selected, .representing respectively the upper and lower· bounds of
potential prestress losses.
Specimens were taken from each, of the seven prestressing
plants in Pennsylvania which regularly produce pretensioned bridge
'members for the state Department of 'Transportation. These speci-.
'mens were cyclindrical in shape, 24 in 0 long, 8 in. ,ili';,d,iatne.'t\e·p~;w.ith
a 1.5 in. diameter central hole. Several of these specimens were
post-tensioned,to an initial compressive stress of 2000 psi. A
few weFe left unstressed and served as control shrinkage spec'imens.
Elastic, shrinkage and creep strains of these specimens were mea-
sured by means of a Whittehlore gage of ,;10 in 0 gage length .with a
least division reading of 10-4 inches. The primary variables in
this study,were the concrete mix (composition) and the fabrication
procedure, both represented by the source plant
In a second phase of the prelimihary study, two addi~
tional variables we~e examined. Additional specimens we~e post-
tensioned ,to a fixed percentage of concrete compressive strength,
-8-
in order to detect the signific~nce of the varying concrete
st~ength fromth~ several plants. Also," ,materials from several.
plants were transported to another plant fo~ mixing and casting
of specimens ~ 'J'he ,change of stress level produced the expecte,d
cnangeinthe conpre1;e strains. The: .transportation of materials,
however, .resul~ed in concrete, characteristics entirely different
from either the $ource or the ,destination ,planto As a result, tne
attempt of casting all main spec{mens at one plant was abandoned."
, Detailed· description, of the preli~inary study, and its
11,
'results, are given' in interim report No.1 ..
2.2 -Main Concrete Specimens
The main-concrete specimens were fabricated at the two
designated plants during the spring and summer'of 1968. The con~
trolled variables, besides the mix proportions and fabrication
procedure represented by the plants, were primariLy\the magnitude
and lateral gradi~nt of concrete prestress. Fiv~ series of sp~ci-
mens were produced at each plant, reflecting five levels of pre-
stress, and five stress gradients. In addition., shrinkage speci-
m~ns which con~ain uRstretche~ prestressing strands were fabri-
cated with each series. In total, t~~re were fabricated forty-
four main (prestressed) specimens and forty shrinkage specimens.
The distribution of nominal concrete stresses in the main spec"imens
,are -'as sbown in Fig.g 1
,--9-
All spedimens are 12 in. by 24, in. in cross section.
The'prestressed main specimens are 12 ft. in length, and the
shri:nkage specimens are 3 ft. lo'ng. Each end of each specimen was
sealed off'with a 1/4, in. steel plate. With; moisture movement
through the end surfaces thus effectively prevented, the volume-
to-surface ratio of the specimens was a constant 4 inches which
was approximately the average value for the PennDOT standard
sections.
A'll strain: measurements' were made by a Whi ttemore mech-
anical strain gage over gage lengths of 10· inches. ·Measurements
started immediately upon transfer of prestress, and continued in
accordance with a pre-selected schedule, for a total period of more
than, four years.
De,tailed descriptions of the main and shrinkage speci-
mens, the material properties, the instrumentation and some pre-
liminary res~lts for the fi~st year were contained'in:interim re-
11port No.2, FL Re~o~t No. 399.3 ,.
2.3 Relax~tibn Study
Steel strands were tested for their relaxation character-
, istics primarily under a constant length c~ndition. The loading
frames usedwette ~O -ft. in, length,and consisted of two 6, in. x
4 in. x ~,in. steel angles placed with thei~ long ,legs 1 in. apatt~
All strands tested were stress-reliev~d seven-wire strarids of~the
270 K graCle'. The controlled variables were:
-10-
1. Manufacturer: products from three suppliers were included.
2. Strand size: nominal diam~ters 7/16 in. and 1/2 in.
3~ Initial.stress: ·O~50 to O~,80 of the guaranteed tensile
strength.·'
A total of 'forty strands were tested in the program, over a period
of nearly four years. Force measurements were made from an in~
series load cell specially designed for high degree of precision.
By a'direct-jacking method, a zero reading of the load ~el1 was
obtained each time the strand force 'was measured, thus overcoming
, . .
the zero~drift phenomenon of al~ad cell und~r sustained l~~dingo
Interim reports 339 .4~,;8 and 339.53 contain detailed information on
the test setup, the instrumentation, and preliminary results
through the first year$
2.4 Supporting Testing Programs
A number of supporting test programs were carried out in
order to verify the findings from the main testing programs de=
scribed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
A series of strand specimens were tested under a simu~
lated constant load condition~ These were tested in a similar map=
ner as the relaxation specimenso However, each time when the'
strand force was measured, it was retensioned to a load level
slightly higher than the designated test load. In this manner, the
load in the specimen fluctuates within a narrow range about the
designated load.
...llc=
A'second series of strand specimens were contained in-
-side, but not bonded to, concrete slender members. On account of
the creep and shri,nkage of concrete, these strand specimens were
subjected to a-continuously varying strain condition. This con-
dition, is closely similar to that of a·pretens~oning strand in an
actual concrete member.
T~st·results of these two series of speaimens were used
to verify the r,esult of the relaxation spec:i,mens.
Two full size concrete beams were 'fabricated and tested
under.a·constant·concentrated load. The concrete 'strain informa-
, i ' !
tion: on these specimens was used to correlate the results of the
two main'programs.
Details of these suppo~ting programs, were present~d in
interim reports 339.3 11 , 339.5 3 and 339.~19.
-12-
I.
3D DEVELOPMENT OF ESTIMATING PROCEDURE
3.1 Reduction and Analysis of Data
Raw data collected from" the test spec·imens consisted of
Y'fuittemore gage l?eadings from the concrete specimens and load cell
readings from the strand specimensG "Before these data can be
analyzed for formula development, it was necessary to convert them
into proper terms and to examine them for possible error in the
acquisition and recording process~
The load cell readings were converted into values of
strand force by, means of the calibration constant of each channelo
The indicated values from the two channels of the same load cell
were averaged, and then subtracted from the initial strand force
to obtain the relaxation loss. Detailed descriptions of the load
cells, their calibration, and the reduction, of these load cell
3data were contained in interim report 339~S .
The reduction of the Whittemore gage readings into con-
crete strain values were more involved, on account of the need to
separate the three components of concrete strain: elastic,
shri,nkage and creep.
By using the gage readings taken immediately after trans-
fer as bases of reference, the elastic strain was separated from
the time dependent componentse The shrinkage strains, including
the restraining effect of longitudinal steel, were obtained
-13-
directly from the unprestressed specimens. The strain values ob-
tained in this manner from the prestressed specimens represented
the combination, of creep and shrinkage as well as elastic rebound
strains. Results from regression analyses of the shrinkage and
relaxation data were used. in, order to isolate the creep strain
data. Interim reports 339.311 and 339.l l present in detail the
calculation and sepration of the several components of concrete
strains.
3.1.2 Analysis of Relaxation Data
The regression analyses of the relaxation loss were made
with respect to both time after tensioning and the initial stress.
The manufacturer and strand size were kept out as non-analytical
parameters. In the selection of time functions, special emphas.;i.s
was placed on the suitability of the function for extrapolation,
since long term extrapolation from short term observation would
undoubtedly be desired. Several time functions were examined, and
a modified form of the logarithmic function was finally chosen.
Instantaneous stress strain relationship of steel was
established empirically by direct tension tests of strand speci~
mens. This relationship was combined with the relaxation expres-
sion described in the preceding paragraph, and the result was re-
arranged in terms of stress, strain, and time~ The equation of
the steeL stress-strain-time surface is as follows:
--14-
where f = Steel stress, in ksi
s
f = Specified ultiinate·'tensile strengt~ of steel, in ksipu
S = Steel strain, in 10'-.8 in./in,.
s
t
s
= Steel time, starting from initial tensioning,
in days
The applicability of Eq. 3-1"is re~tricted on account of the lim~
ited test ranges of control1ed,parameter~. 'These ranges are
0.5
1 :5. t
s
< 36500
A total of nine steel surfaces were developed. Six of these re-
present each manufacturer and each str,and size separately & The
others refer to the average characteristics of all manufacturers
for each size, and the average of all specimens~ The values of
the nine sets 'of empirical coefficients are shown. in Table l~
Although developed from relaxation (constant length)
data only, Eq. 3-1 has been used to predict the behavior of
strands under the simulated constant load condition, and the re~
:l'~l
sults were found to agree very well with experimental values
-15-'
Details of the development of the steel surface formula,
including the requirements and criteria used in the selection of
19
function forms, are contained in interim repor 339.6 .
3.1.3 Analysis of Concrete Strain Data
A 'concrete stress-strain-,time relationsh'ip, similar to
the steel relationship described in, the preceding section, was
deve~oped based on the stra~n information collected from the uni-
formly (centrally) prestressed concrete specimens and their unpre-'
stressed shrinkage companions. The three components of concrete
strain were separately evaluated and analyzed. The selection of
time function was based on similar criteria as used for the steel
surface, and coincidentally, the same time functions were deter-
-mined to be the most suitableo "As described in detail in,interim
21
report 339,~ 7 ,the chosen equation for the concre;e'ejfiS~tft';face is as
follows:
+ [[D l + Dg log (tc +l)J + ~ CDs + D4 log (tc + l)J }
+ [[E l + Eg log (tc + l)J + f c [E s + E4 log (tc + 1)] } (3-2)
where S = Concrete strain, in 10-2 in./in.c
f = Concrete stress, in ksic
t
-
Concrete t'ime, in days, starting from ~he-time of
'c
transfer, taken as the same as the end of curing
period
-16-
l.b = Amount of longitudinal stee1, both pre tensioned
and not pretensioned, in percentage of concrete
section area
In ~q. 3-2, the three terms on the right hand side represent the
elastic, shrinkage, and creep strains, in that order. The second
part of the shrinkage strain represents the restraining effect of
longitudinal steel.
As stated earlier, Eq. 3-2 was developed based on empiri-
cal information from uniformly prestressed specimens. When appli-
cation to non-uniformly (eccentrically) prestressed specimens was
attempted, Sand f became functions of'location, and it was re-
a c
cognized that ~ cannot be properly defined for the various loca-
tions within the cross section o Consequently, to enable practi-
cal usage, a revision was made in the definition of shrinkage
strain. Whereas the shrinkage of a stressed member was previously
taken as the same as that of the companion unpr~stressed specimen,
containing the same amount of longitudinal steel, it was now rede~
fined to be that of a unreinforced shrinkage specimen. In other
words, the restraining effect of longitudinal steel was separated
from the shri'nkage component and combined with the creep component
of concrete strain. More specifically, in the reduction of the
time-dependent strain. of the prestressed specimens for the evalu~
ation of the creep strain, the correction for shrinkage contai,ned
only the first part of the shrinkage-expression in Eq. 3~2 .. A new
set of creep data was obtained, and new sets of creep coefficients
:;;17;;;
(E
'
s) were obtained from regression analyseso The resulting equa-
tion of the concrete stress-strain-time relationship has a slightly
simpler form than Eq. 3-2, as follows:
Sc = C1f
c
+ (D 1 +D2 log (tc + l)J
+ ([El + E2 log (tc +1)] + f c [£3 + E4 log (tc + 1)] } (3~3)
, .
It should be-emphasized that because of the reanalysis of the re-
vised creep data, Eq~ 3-3 is a transformation but not an approxima-
tion of Eq~ 3~2o The difference is in form only, and not in sub-
stance 0 And no: inconsistency results from this changen
Two concrete surfaces w~redeveloped for the two 'con-
cretes studied in the main investigationo A third surface repre-
senting the average of these two concretes, was also developed 0
Table 2 contains the regres~ion coefficients for the three sur~
faces 0 The range of applicability of Ego 3-3, on account of the
test range of the' controlled parameters, is as follows:
o < f < 303~ c
1 S t < 36500
c
For details of the development of the concrete surfaces,
21
the readers are referred to interim report 33907
Regression analysis of data from non-uniformly
(eccentrically) prestressed specimens revealed that long term con-
crete strain is primarily controlled by the fiber ~tress, and un~
affected by the lateral stress gradient (FL 33ge311)~
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3.2 Basic Procedure
For a given pretensioned concrete member, the stress-
strain-time surfaces o~ the concrete and steel materials, Egs. 3-1
and 3-3, are linked by three sets of conditions:
(1) Time compatibility
t
s
- t
c
=",k 1 (3-4)
(2) Strain compatibility, at the location of each prestress~
ingstrand
s + S = 'kea
(3) Equilibrium conditions
J fcdAc - ~ fsaps = P
(3-5)
(3-6)
(3-7)J f xdA - i: f xa =-Mc c s ps
"t:h the above liiikihg cohdi·tion~~
k~ ":::-"'rime :tnt'erval "from tensioning of steel to transfer
, "
... - + J I , ~
of' pres'tress" in days" "' (thi"s' include's" :t'he' ti:me '"""fo',r
:form-~etting, casting, and curing)
k a = Initial tensioning strain in steel, in 10-
2 in./in.
of section, in in.aAc = Area net concrete
a
a = Area of individual prestressing elements, in in.pS
x = Distance to elementary area from the centroidal
P = Applied axial load on section, in,kips
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M = Applied bending moment on section, in kip~ino
The pasitive directions of,(,P a.m'd', Mare :shown' in Fig 0 2 In Egs ()
3-6 and 3-7 the int-egrations' are over the entire" l1e't concrete area,
and the summations are over all pretens'ioriing 'eleme'ntsG 'All 'of
the above quantities are design or fabrica,tion p,aramet~,rs ~nd are
known or specified for the estimation of prestress losses. Thus,
the Egs. 3-1, 3-3 and 3--4 through 3.- 7 represent a set of si·x can<=>
ditions for the two time variables't and t i' and the four stress
s c
and strain variables (Ss' Se' f s adn fa) which are all functions
of the location parameter Xo A reasonable assumption was made
that the concrete stress varies linearly across the secti6n,
(3 .... 8)
With this condition added, there are now sufficient equations for
all unknowns to be evaluated for; any 'given time', i.e. ,the time~
vari'ations of the st'resses: and;':' strains can b'e determined.
In general, for a.given time"t , the several conditions
c
can be combined and reduced into two simultaneo'us quadratic 'equa--
,tions in gland ga (see Appendix C for deri'vation) .
U1 + Uag1 Usga
a
of::, U5 g 1 g a +
2 0+ + U4 g 1 Vega = } (3~g)
V 1 + Vag 1+ V3 g a +
V 2 +V5 g 1 g Z
a 0
4
g
1 + VB ga =
In Eq. 3-=9, the coefficients u· 'and' V are' comb'inations of the ma=
terial constants o.f Eqs .. 3~1 and 3-3., the design and fabrication
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Constants of the linking conditions and the time variables t and
s
t ~ Once gl and g~ have been solved from Egs. 3-9, it is a rela-c IQ
tively simple matter to evaluate f , S , S and f from the sur-
e c s s
face and linking equations.
For the special case where all prestressing elements are
concentrated in one layer, steel stress becomes independent of x
and the equations are considerably simplified. A sample calcula-
tion showed that the error i'D"f
s
introd,ucG'd by neg,let~iring the"- Efpread
:of s'tee:l, in,· \the ,s~qt:~.,b!ll.;,1rS-',::~":M.e'r,y;",::'S:ttf~?1il.(j·j-;,~pp.~e'd:.•'- -iThe'~~fore" ,'-f,o,!> the
sake of simplicity and practicability, all subsequent developments
were based on a single layer of steel., In other words, prestress-
ing steel is assumed to be concentrated at one point, the e.g.s.
In this case, the, simultaneous quadratic Ega. 3-9 can be combined
and simplified' into one single quadratic equation" as follows:
(3 -10)
where f = Concrete fiber stress at e.g.s., in' 'ksias
(= gl. + ga e g)
f' = Nominal concrete fiber stress at c.goso causedat
p Me
= - - + --.& (tension positiv~),A Ig g
·-21-
1
=--------
" (1 e 2 ),
A -' +--K-
'ps A Ig g
=
A Ig g
'':'~" .
where A = Area" of gross cross section, in sge in.g
I = Moment of inertia of gross cross section,g
4in in ..
e = Eccentricity of prestress with reference
,g
to gross cross section, in ino
Aps = Total area of prestressing steel, in sgo in.
The equilibrium Eqs .. ,a,,~"Ql and 3..... 7 can also be simplified to yield
the value of steel stress at any arbitrary time:
f = ([3 - 1) f + ~flpS CS Cv (3-11)
The derivation of Eqs. 3-10 and 3-11, as well as the definitions
of the coefficients R1 , Ra and R3 , are found in Appendix Co
In the derivation of the above equations, gross section
properties A , e , I , etc. were used for the conve,n'ience of de-g g g
signing engineers:Q However, no inaccuracy was introduced, and
Eqso 3-10 and 3-11 are exact in the sense that the elastic effect
of the prestressing steel and the displacement of concrete area
have been fully accounted for, and the equilibrium of internal
stress is consistently maintained 0
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.f .' ~
II~..sumri}ary, the basic (general) procedure for an analysis
',: ' ,~.!':: ~ '. "
of prestre~~ l~s~es in a pretensioned member is as following:
(1) Material, geometry and fabrication parameters are known
or specified for the problem. (These include the steel
(2) Evaluate R 1 , R2 and Ra for arbitrary time t c • (See
Appendix C)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Solve Ego 3-10 for f
cs
Evaluate the steel stress f by Eq~ 3-110
s
Calculate the concrete and steel strains, Sand S ,
a s
by Eqso 3~3 and 3-5, respectivelyo
A computer program PRELOC has been developed to perform the above
indicated calculation, as well as concrete strains and stresses at
locations other than e.g.so in the sectiono ~he ~rogram accepts
any combination of the nine steel and three concrete stress-strain-
time surfaces, and in addition, also has the capability of sup~
pressing one or more of the several compdnents of prestress lOSSe
A simpler version of this program (PRELOA) , applicable only to un~
loaded uniformly prestressed members, was used' earlier to check
the validity of the basic procedure, and the comparison with the
observed results has been satisfactory2l~1~tionalverification
of the basic concept was obtained by applying the general procedure
(computer program PRELOC) to the non-uniformly (eccentrically) pre~
stressed concrete specimens and the full size beam specimens 0 The
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predicted and observed concretes,train values agreed quite well,
particularly at the levels of C It g ,,'Co and c" g G S '" where the devi-
ations rarely reached 10%"
It should be point~d out that the stresses calculated by
the aforementioned procedure, f
s
and f
es
' include the effect of
applied dead and live loads~ and therefore are not the prestresses
as defined in Section 104.. To determine the actual prestress 3 the
load effects must be removed~
To facilitate further discussion~ several key stages in
the life of a pretensioned memberal'"~e identified with a numeral as
shown in FigQ 30 Stresses, st~ains, times, and any ot~er para~
meters associated with a particular stage will be designated by a
corresponding numeral subscript" TIle key stages are:
10 Initial tensioning (after anchoring to abutments), t = 0
s
2~ Im~ediately before transfer, t = k 1S
3:" Immediately after transfer, t
s
= k 1 ;l t c = 00
40 Immediately before application of l.oads~ P = M = 00
50 Immediately after application of loads" P ~ a arld/or M ~ a0
6~ End of service life, taken as 100 years after transfer 9
t = 36500"c
Figure 3 ~hows the typical Variation of f through the six stageso
s
Also shown are two auxiliary stress variations 0 The curve 3~6*
refers to a totally unloaded member, and the curve 3**=6**
represents the case where the external loads are applied at the
time of transfer~ By the nature of the concrete and steel sur-
faces~ point 5 falls on curve 3**-6**, and the curve 5-6 coincides
with 5~6** ..
While the total prestress loss for an unloaded member is
obviously (f - f ), the difference (f - f ) does not cor-
81 86* '81 8e
rectly represent the loss for a loaded member. The steel stress
caused by applied load must be added, and the true loss of pre-
stress, in line of the definition given in Section 1 .. 4, is
TL = (f - f ) + (f - f ) = f - f - LD
81 86 83** Sa 81 Se* (3-12)
where LD = Long term effect of applied load on prestress
Clearly, the segment 1-2 is solved by the steel relaxa-
tion surface alone, and does not depend upon the choice of the con-
crete material" The stress condition at stage 3 'can be determined
by applying the basic procedure, setting t to zero. However, in
c
this case, the bas-ic procedure actually d-egenerates into a famil-
iar theoretical elastic analysis. Similarly, the discontinuities
(f ~ f ), (f ~ f ), and actually any ·vertical intercept be-
ss 84 sa 86*
tween the loaded and unloaded curves, can also be calculated by
elastic analyses, provid~d that a modular ratio n appropriate for
the respective time is used., Conseque_Dtly, the remaining study of
the basic procedure was concentrated on the prestress loss without
considering the effect of applied loads, namely, (f - f ) 0
81 S6*
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3.3 Parametric Study
For the unloaded member, the governing equation for
. stress variations are
R
1 + (R 2 + 1 - ~) f + R f2 '- a (3-10a)cs '3 cs
and f = f" = (.~ - 1) f' ' (3-11a)S' p cs
Examining these equat;ions, it is, easy to see that the parameters
controlling the ultimate prest~ess losses may include the mate-
rials, the geometrical parameter ~, and the fabrication constants
k 1 and k a • Studies were therefore made to determine the signifi-
cance of, each of these parameters. The test range for these para-
meters are listed as follows:
Steel material: Nine surfaces, representing the manufactur-
ers and the strand sizes individually or on average
basis. See Table 1.
Concrete material: Three surfaces, representing the upper
and lower bounds of· potential prestress loss, and the
average. See Table 2.
~: From 40 to 200
k1 : From 1 to 30 days
k 2 : From 0.478 to 0.779, corresponding to initial ten-
sioning stress ratio--(f If ) range from 0.5 to 0.8.
Sl pu
The test ranges for ~, k 1 and k a were chosen to embrace most
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practical design conditions. Typica-lly for;, pretensioned <' bridge
members, k a = 0.675 (f If = 0.7) and'k1 ' = 2'to 3 'days. Fo~ all81 pu
- _ __ 16 16
of the beam sections' contained in the PennDOT Stand'a!.'ds ~'., ~
centage loss of prestress, (f - f _ )/f ,was plotted against
81 Sa 81
the reciprocal of S for various combinations of the materials. All
curves are seen to have a positive slope and a slight negative
curvature. In other words, prestress loss increases with the
amount '/of prestress, but not proportionally. It is seen that for
the typical~case of f = 0.70 f ,and k 1 = 3 days shown, the81 pu
nine curves associated with the nine steel surfaces combined with
the upper round concrete surface (plant :AB) formed a fairly tight
bundle. In contrast, the several curves associated with lower
bound concrete surface (plant CD) formed another group signifi-
cantly lower in the chart. With reference to the average strand
curve in the AB group, the other curves in the same group deviate
over or under by less than five percent for small <t) values, and
1I to 2% for large <i3) values. The group· of curves for CD concrete
is more than 20% lower, with an intra-group scattering of from i3%
to .±8%.
It was clear that the prestress loss was affected far
more seriously by the choice of concrete than -by the choice of
steel material. As a matter of _fact, it was felt that the concrete
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surfaces",:for :the Tt. avE3rage n conQI:'.ete ,is rather meaningless in,view.
of- the gre_at -influence of concrete ,material. Instead, ·only the
two real concrete surfaces, were used, representing an upper bound
and a lower bound of 'potent~al prestress losses. On the other
hand, the effect of the choice of steel ~s judged small enough to
warrant the use of _the -"average steel surface tT in the standard
development ~'
Two of the several curves in each group represented the
n average tT property of strands of the same size. As- pointed out
3 18 19previoUSly, in several interim reports' , ,the 112 fT strands had
consistently shown more relaxation loss than the 7/16 tT strands.
From Fig. 4, this same relationship is seen to persist. However,
these two curves ,are 'seen to deviate from the average curve by no
more ,than 3% for concrete AB, and 4% for concrete CD. Since er-
rors of this magnitude is quite reasonably expected on account of,~
the statistical scatter of experimental data, it is felt that al-
though the difference is real, its magnitude does not warrant the
inclusion of an additional parameter.
Figure 5 shows the. effect of th,e initial tensioning
stress f . on ,the ultimate prestress loss (f . - f .). Here fS1· . ... s ~ 1 86 S 1
was used as tD€ parameter in place of the strain parameter ka,
since it is more convenient for the designers. A positive-corre-
lation between the total loss and the initial stress is clearly
indicated, though the relationship was, not linear. A plotting of
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th~ ultimate percentage lo~s, (f . - f )/f" versus the initial
, ,81 86: S 1, _ .
stress ~arameter turned out to be nonconclusive.
A series ~f calculations using different values of the
transfer time k 1 revealed that this parameter has virtually no
effect on the final prestress loss. This shoulS actually, be ex-
pected since the practic~l range for k 1 is extrem~ly small when
compared with the final value of t (36~OO). The rang~ of vari-
c
ation of the final value of log (t + 1) was less than 0.01 of one
s
percent~ Clearly, variation of this magnitude can be ignored
without any ill c~nsequences. It should be pointed o~t, however,
that the above discussion applies only to the p~estress loss at
the final time. The loss at the ffinitial stageTt , when t is zero,
c
is indeed very significantly influenced by k 1 •
3'. 4 Development of Practical Procedure
3.4.1 Introduction
This section deals with the simplification and approxi-
mation of the basic procedure into a procedure suitable for
practical usage.
In line with the original objective of this research
project, an attempt was first made to separately estimate the four
components of prestress losses. This effort was la~gely unsuc-
cessful on account of the intimate interdependence of shrinkage,
creep, and relaxation upon one another. In fact, even the elastic
shortening is influenced by these time-varying phenomena, in the
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form of the so-called "elastic-rebound". A moment of reflection
on the nature of the four'components of prestress losses would
lead to the observation that with two exceptions, an increase of
anyone component would cause a decrease, in every other component.
The exceptions are, first, that shrinkage is not affected by any
of the othe'r components, and secondly, that an increase of the
elastic loss would cause a similar increase in the creep.
The strongly interdependent nature of the several com-
ponents of prestress losses is demonstrated by Figs. 6 and 7, in
which the predicted final prestress losses (at 100 years after'
transfer) are plotted against the geometrical parameter ~ for the
two concrete mixes. Both figures are based on a typical condition
of average steel, f = 0.70 f ,and k 1 = 3 days. The topmostSl pu
curve in each figure represents the total loss as predicted by the
basic· procedure. The lower curves present results when one or
more components were suppressed in the computer program. For
example, the curve labeled EL + REL + CR represents the predicted
loss when the shrinkage coefficients in the concrete stress-strain-
time surface were set to zero. The non-additive nature of the
several components of prestress loss can be illustrated clearly
by a numerical example. Consider a member having ~ = 100, the
final prestress loss from the curves in Fig. 6 are as follows:
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Components Included Percentage Loss
Shrinkage only 15.0
Relaxation only 16.7
Shrinkage and r,elaxation 26.1
Elastic and creep 23.2
Elastic, shrinkage and relaxation 29.6
~lastic, creep and relaxat:ion 30.4
l?lastic, shrinkage and ~reep 35.5
All components 40.0
It is obvious that a simple addition, of the four components wO,uld
result in a gross overestimate of the total loss.' On the other
hand, viewing each component as, the Ttlast additive portionTt of. the
total loss, its contribution might be estimated by subtracting from
the "all included Tt total loss the value when this particular com-
I
ponent was suppressed. For example, the contribution of- relaxa-
tionmight be estimated as (40 - 35.5), or 4.5% of the initial
tensioning stress. With the contribution of each component evalu-
ated thi~ way, a simple addition of all parts would be. signifi-
cantly lower than the actual total loss. However, these Ttcontribu-
tion" values do provide a measure of the relative 'importance of
each component.' Thus, it is observed that the contribution of relaxa-
tion in'creases with ~, the contribution of creep decreases with
iincreasing ~, while the contribution of shrinkage remainspracti-
cally constant for all values of ~.
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Once the inseparability of the s'ever'alcomponents of pre-
stress loss was established, the attention was turned to·the, esti-
mation of "total prestress losstT, including all components, at
various times during the service life of a pretensioned member.
Special emphasis was given to the two loading stages which are
usually critical in the design' of prestressed concrete members,
namely: the "initialn stage irrunediately after transfer, and the
tffinal Tt stage at the end of proclaimed service life. It should be
.pointed out that the tensioning stress in steel, f
81
, is riot pre-
sent at either of these two loading stages. The 'prevailing pre-
stress at the fTinitialTf stage is f s3 ' and that at the final
nstage fT is (fS6~tc + LD) (Fig. 3) •. Therefore, the prestress loss re-
levant to the design procedure is (f- f - LD),which is the
. Sa sa
difference between the "initial" and TTfinal fT ,prestress losses as
defined in Section 1.4.
It is easy to see that the Ttinitialn prestress loss,
f - f ,consists of two parts: the relaxation before transfer,81 Sa
and the transfer elastic loss. Both of these items can be calcu-
lated accurately, and they are additive. The estimation of the
"final" prestress loss, f - f s ..'.. - LD, is much more involved, ands 1 6'~"
, also less ·accurate. The subsequent subsections describe these
estimation methods in detail.
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3.4.2 Initial Relaxation Loss
By "initial relaxation loss" is meant 'the relaxation
loss during the period of time from initial tensioning to immedi-
ateJ.yb~fore-tI'ansfer. During this ,-period, the. prestressing ten~
dons· are truly under a relaxation mode of loading {constant.
length), and, t;he change o,f str,ess can be evaluated dire'ctly by
means of .the, ,steel stress-strain-time surface (Eq. 3-1). One; pos-
sibl~ complication is ,the effect of the, elevated temperature: during
the,' curing period, which may ,cause an ,increase 'of the' relaxation
loss. However, it has recently been observed that this temperature
After the cu~ing period, when
,temperature decreases, ,the recovery of steel stress is. almost com-
plete. Therefore, in this report, this ·temperature effect is ne-
glected, and ,th~ initial relaxat.ion loss is estimated from the
follqwing,equqtion:
= f pu [[B l + Ba log (k l + l)J Ss + [B s + B4 log (k l + l)J S:J
( 3-13)
Figure 8 shows the values of (REL1!f ) as functions of the ini-
. . pu
tia1 tension stress ratio (f If ) and transfer time k 1 • It is
. 81 pu
seen that over the complete range of k 1 from 1 to 30 days and
f If from 0.5 to 0.8, the initial relaxation loss varied fromSl pu
0.003 f ' 'to 0.07 f • FbI' a typical initial tensioning stress ofpu pu
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70% f , the initial relaxation loss range from 2 to 5% of fpu : . ,.,' " pu'
or 3 to' '7% of f , dependent upon the transfer time.'"
,Sl.
It has been pointed out: earlier that' i'nstead of using
the basic procedure, 'the stresses at stage 3 can be. calculated'
from stage 2 conditions by· a theoretic'al elastic analysis (Fig. 3).
In fact, any instantaneous change due to the ,application of an
external load (including gravitational load on the member itself),
such as between stages 4 and 5, or stages 6 and 6*, can be deter-
mined in the same manner.
The degeneration of the basic procedure into the elastic
analysis involves only the rather minor approximation of neg1ect-
ing the third term on the left hand side of Eq. 3-10. As R 3 is
generally two or more orders of magnitude smaller thanR1 and R2 ,
and f cs is considerably less than 10 (ksi), this approximation
induces trUly negligible error. Thus, Eq.• 3-10 is reduced into a
linear equation, and the solution for f is
cs
f
cs
( 3-14)
Substituting into (3-11), and simplifying
f =R+ R f' .S 1 2 CS (3-15 )
In Eq. (3-14), the second term in the numerator represents the
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effect of applied load, and will be disciussed frirther in Section
-'3.4.5. From the definitions of the parameters (Appendix C), it is
s'een that Ra represents the ratio of the tangent modulus of steel
to that of concrete, affixed with a negative sign, thus
Also, R1 represents the tensile stress in steel resulting from
stretching the strands in order that the prestress in concrete
would be completely relieved, and is equal to f at the transfer
sa
time. Realizing that R 2 =-ni at this time, and ignoring the ef-
fect 'of member weight, Eq. 3-14 becomes
", From Eq. 3-15,
Therefore
f
f ::: Sa
cs ~ + n. - 1~
f ::: f
-
n.f
S3 sa ~ C3
E1 ::: f - f ::: n.fSa S3 ~ Ca
n.
::: ~ f~ + n. - 1 sa~
( 3-14a)
(3-15a)
(3-16)
By the theoretical elastic analysis, the concrete pre-
stress at the level of prestressing steel is
a
f ::: A f ( 1:.... + e t )
C3 ps sa At It ( 3-14b)
where At' et and It are the area, eccentricity and moment of
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inertia, resp~ct~v~,ly, of the transformed. cro,ss s,_~c~ion, wherein
the steel area A has been ,trans,formed by the, modular ratio n .•ps ,',,:: . -;; , " .' ',," '.. ',' J.
The usage of ~r~ns.foI;'m,~di'set:;tion prQ,pert~es :Ls n~ge~sitated by ,the
• : '." - < ~ I I,".' , "; : l ~ I I
9
equilibrium of inter~al stre~ses. ~h~ Eqs~ 3-14a ~nd 3~16 enable
an exact evaluation of prestress loss due to elastic shortening of
concrete, but avoids the tedious calculations for the transformed
section properties. The exact equivalence betwee~ Eqs. 3-14a and
3-l4b is given in Appendix c.
Noting that n. (or n) is the ratio between tangent
J.
moduli of elasticity, it follows that its value is dependent upon
the level of stresses in steel as well as in concrete. However,
the range of such variation iS I small, and for practical purposes,
n. may be taken as a constant for each concrete mix. For the two
1.
mixes extensively studied in this project, the recommended values
are 6 for upper bound and 5 for lower bound, respectively.
3.4.4 Ultimate Prestress Losses
Ultimate prestress loss at the end of service life
(arbitrarily set at 100 years after transfer) for an unloaded mem-
ber can be estimated from Fig. 5. As pointed out earlier, at-
tempts to separately estimate the four components were largely
unsuccessful on account of the inter-influence of thes.e: components
upon one another. Nevertheless, the prediction method to be devel-
oped must be flexible enough' to be applicable to different design
conditions, hence some partitioning of the losses was necessary.
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It was observed in Fig.- 5 that the' several' curves for
different initial steel stress values are nearly parallel. Based
on this observation, the total prestress loss was separated into
two parts. One part ,denoted by SRL, -is independent of the geo-
metric design parameter ~, and represents essentially losses due
to shrinkage and relaxation. The second part, denoted by ECR, is
nearly independent of the initial steel stress, and represents
essentially the elastic and creep components.
Graphically speaking, the SRL portion is measured by the
vertical intercept of the' curves in Fig. 5 on the stress axis. The
geometrical significance of the stress axis is that 1/f3 = 0, or ~
is infinit'ely large, reflecti'ng an extremely small prestressing
steel area ratio. A prestressed concrete member with ~uch an area
ratio would have zero prestress in concrete, consequently the elas-
tic and creep strains would both vanish. Therefore, it is obvious
that SRL represents the combined effect' of shrinkage and relaxation.
As SRL is not related to S, the sale controlling parameter is the
initial steel tensioning stress f
81
In Fig. 9 are shown the re-
lationships between SRL and f for the two concrete mixes.Sl
It was considered "that SRL may be further separated into
two parts·representing the effects of shrinkage and relaxation re-
spectively, with the shrinkage part being independent of the steel
stress level. Upon a closer examination, however, it was recognized
that although the ultimate shrinkage strain is indeed a constant for
each concrete mix, the corresponding change of steel stress is
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affected by the, steel stress level on account of the non-linear
nature of th~ steel, stress-strain relationship (See Eq. 3-1).
This stress ef:fecton shrinkage loss is not s~vere, and is nearly
linear within the range of interest, as shown by the dashed lines
in Fig. 9. ,The vertical distance between the dashed line and the
corresponding~,solid line then represents the relaxation loss, in-
eluding, the influence by shrinkage. It, was hoped that the separa-
tioD of the nominal shrinkage and relaxation parts may enable the
establishment of a simple formulation. However, such was not the
case. In fact, there was no apparent advantage by this separation,
either in formulation or in accuracy. Therefore, the subdivision
of the SRL part of prestress loss is: not recommended. Instead,
the total SRL is to be estimated as a function of f by means of
S1
F,igi. 9, or an equivalent table.
The second portion of the ultimate prestress loss, ECR,
stands for the difference between the total prestress los$ and the
SRL portion. It represents essentially the contribution of the
elastic and creep strains to the loss of prestress including elas-
tic rebound due to diminishing prestress. However, the diminish-
ing effect, of these strains on the relaxation loss is also in-
eluded. Hence) similar to SRL, ECR should not be taken to mean
truly the' combined effect of elastic loss and creep, but merely
as a convenient term in the prediction procedure.
It is obvious that ECR should be strongly dependent upon
the geometrical parameter~. However, it was observed to be also
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depe,ndent' upon f, although .relatively mildly. Also, the con-
51
crete fiber stress at e.g .,s. irrunediately upon: transfer, f ,'was
C3
found to, be 'a more con.venient, and also more logical parameter for
ECR than ,~. In Figs. 10 and 11, the ECR values are plotted
against- f· for the two concrete mixes.' The relationship is ,seenC3
to be"nearly, linear, with a very small nega'tive curvature. ,A ,sec;...
ondary effect of, f on ECR is also apparent from'these two figu,res,
81
and it is interesting to note the negative manner of this influence,
where higher f is associate'd with 'lower losses. 'It is also in-
S1
teresting to note that the ECR curves for the two concretes do
not differ significantly, indicating that the upper and lower
bound concretes differ primarily in their shrinkage characteristics.
It is felt that a sufficiently accurate estimation of
ECR may be achieved by using a linear approximation of the curves
in Figs. 10 and 11. The formulation would then be similar to those
currently being used by AASH02 , which expresses the elastic and
creep losses as simple multiples of f • However, there is a
cs
basic difference between the basic concepts used by the AASHO
metho,d and the proposed.procedure.' While AASHO implies that these
terms represent the elastic and creep losses, no such claim is
made here, and ECR merely represents the f -dependent portion of
cs
the final prestress loss. From Fig. - 10 the multiplying, factor
to be used for the upper bound concrete can be taken as 13, 13,
12.5, and 11.5, respectively, for f If values of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
81 pu
and 0.8. For the lower bound concrete, the corresponding values
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are 13, 12. 5, 11-, and' 9-.6~~' -,Cons ider,ing the influence that these
factors would', exert- on" the total pr.estress loss and whence to ,the·'
material stresses at various times , it is:,felt, that dis,tinguishing
for initial steel stress level mig~t_not be. warranted. Therefore,
the recommended procedure employs only, the typical ,values (cor-
responding ,to 0.7 initial stress level) of:12.5 and 11 for the
upper, and lower bounds. "The further refinement is made q'ptional·.
3.4.5 The Effect of Applied Loads
The analysis given in the foregoing sections deal with
an unloaded structural member, and the effect of applied loads,
which is defined to include the weight of the member itself, must
be appended separately. As indicated in Section 3.4.3, the im-
mediate stresses caused by the application of loading can be cal-
cuIated by a theoretical elastic analysis. From Eqs. 3-14 and
3-15, the. concrete and steel stresses caused by applied loads are:
f =: - r3 f fct ~ + n - 1 c.{,
f = ffs~ ~ ct
(3-17a)
(3-17b)
In these equations
f ct = Actual concreteifiber stress, at c.g~s., caused
by applied loads
, .
t
st = Change in steel stress caused tby a.pplied loads
-4'0-:-,
f~t = Nominal concrete fiber stress, a~ e.g.s., caused
by applied loads based on gross section proper-
ties, tension positive. (Section 3.2)
The negative sign in (3-17a) is the ~esult of opposite sign. con-
sive stress is treated as positive.
ventions adopted for fat and f~t. For f D, as for f ,compres-
C1.I cs
But for f~t, as well as fst'
a tension-positive convention is adopted. The equivalence of
Eqs. 3-17a and 3-17b to a theoretical elastic analysis based on
transformed section properties is established in AppendiX C. It
should be pointed out that the effective modular ratio n is based
on the tangent moduli of the two materials as determined from the
respective stress-strain-time surfaces for the time in question
(t = 36500). On account of the effect of shrinkage, creep and
c
relaxation, both moduli are iower than their respective initial
,I
f'
vaiues, and their ratio n is much la~ger (usually 2 to 4 times)
than the initial modular ratio n ..
1.
Referring to Fig. 3, it is seen that for a load applied
at transfer time, such as the gravitational load of the member it-
self, t~e initial effect on steel stress is f D-, which can be
s"'V~
calculated by Eq. 3-17b, using the initial modular ratio n. for n.
1.
At the end of service life, the total effect of steel stress 'would
be f for the evaluation of which, the effective modular ratio.
s;(.,f'
n should be used. As it would be more convenient to consider the
"stress due to loadTtas time-independent, it was decided to treat
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LD =' f·· -- f :.', as an equivalent gain of' prestress. .This concept
s.tf s~~
is consistent with the 'definition in Section; 1.4, as unloading of
the member at stage 6 would cause a change of stress fs-e.,i. In
order to develop a practical means for estimation of LD, a par?-
meter Y is introduced which stands for the ratio n/n. and repre-
1.
sents the magnification factor due to the time-dependent effects.
'rhen
n. Q
, 1.1'..1
f 9' =St1.ll. ~ + n, - 1
1.
:Yn. r3 .
1.f f =-~---:!!"",s~ Q + Yn, ,~ 1
tJ 1.
f'r I = n. f 9
C'I.I 1. c~
ff
c,e,
And LD = f s;{,f - f -t,'s ~
, n.~ ff
J.. 'oe, (y 1) (~ 1)= (~ 1) (~ 1) - -+ n. - + yn. -J.. . J..
(y, 1) f't, ~ - 1,- - e 1 + Yn.s 1. -
, ,,'~ 1..,
( 3-18)
In ·the last expression above, the ratio (~ - l)/CS + Yni - 1) may
be appro?(imatelyequated to 1.0, resulting in an overestimation.
of LD-. The ~rror introduced would be negligible for large ~ values
(lightly prestressed members), but may be as high as 30% for ex-
tremely low ~ values. Noting that LD is ,a relatively small term
in the prestress 'loss, evaluation, errors of this magnitude are
considered tolerable." For the same reason, a constant value for Y
is recommended for each concrete ,mix, although it actually also
depends upon the transfer time and initial steel tension. By the
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computerized general procedure' ,( PRELOC), the' ranges' 'for Y were
found to be 3. 0 to 3. 7 for the upp,er ,bound . mix. C,AB), ;and 2. 6 to
3.3 for the lower bound mix (CD). The recommended constant values
are 3.3 and '2.9 respectively. A more approximate average con-
stant value of 3.0 could also be acceptable.
3.4.6 Variation with Time
In the preceding sections, methods for the estimation
of prestress loss at the initial stage (stage 3 or 3**) and the
end of service life (stage 6 or 6*) have been described. Still
remaining to be described is the manner in which prestress loss
progresses between these two stages. 21In interim report 339.7 ,
it has been pointed out that the growth of prestress loss was
nearly the same for the two concrete mixes, and also differs very
little for the various initial concrete prestresses. In Fig. 12
is shown ,the time variation of prestress loss, using a logarithmic
scale for time. The band width represents the variation of the
loss growth rate among the several uniformly prestressed main con-
crete specimens tested. It is clear that this variation band is
small enough to be ignored and that the time variation may be
closely approximated by a straight line. Such an approximation
is recommended. The equation of the straight line is
where
(PL - 11) = 0.22 (T1 - 11) log t
c
PL = Total prestress loss t days after transfer
c
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( 3-19)
1L = Total prestress, loss ,at. initial stage (t = 0)
,c
t = Time-'after transfer, in days
c
In Eq. 3-19, the numerical coefficient 0.22 is the reciprocal of
log (36500).
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4. RECOJ:v1MENDED PROCEDURE·-
4.1 Description
Based on the analysis and ~iscussion of Chapter 3, a
procedure is proposed for the prediction of prestress losses in a
pretensioned concrete member. The procedure entails first the
estimation of losses at the two crucial stages, immediately after
transfer and 100 years afterwards,. Prestress losses at intermediate
times are estimated by interpolation. In a condensed form, the
procedure is as follows:
Input data needed: Concrete material (upper or lower bound)
Initial tensioning stress f
81
Transfer time k 1
Geometrical design parameter ~
Nominal concrete stress at e.g.s. due to
load f~t
Ste:p 1: Evaluation of loss at initial stage (irrunediately
after transfer)
IL =REL 1 + EL ( 4-1)
The two parts in Eq. 4-1 are:
REL 1 = Initial relaxation loss, evaluated from
Fig. 8, as a function of f and kJ.81
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EL =Transfer ela~tic loss = n.f
, ~ Ca
where n. = Initial modular ratio
1.
= 6 for upper bound
5 for lower bound
f =Initial concrete prestress at c.g.s.,C3
calculated based on a theoretical
elastic analysis" or, according to
Section 3.4.3
f C3 = f I(~ + n. - 1)82 1.
where 'f = f REL 1Sa 81'
Therefore,
n.
EL = 1. f~ + n. - 1 82~
( 4-2)
Step 2: Evaluation of loss at end of service life (taken as
100 years after transf'er)
TL = SRL+ ECR - LD
The three parts in Eq. 4-3 are
( 4-3)
SRL = Value taken from Fig. 9, based on con-
crete material and f
81
ECR = TTStress-dependentTT component' of prestress
loss
= 12.5 f for upper boundC3
11 f C3 for lower bound
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Or, more precisely, to be taken from Figs. 10
and 11, based on concrete material and f .Ca
f may be added as a secondary parameter.
81.
LD = Effect of applied load
Step 3:
= (y - 1) f J •S"",,1
n.~
where f ~. = J. ffS J.. ~ + n. - 1 c~J..
y = 3.3 for upper bound
2.9 for lower bound
Evaluation of loss at intermediate time t ·c·
PL = I1 + 0.22 (TL - I1) log t
c
( 4-4)
( 4-5)
(4-6)
where PL = Total prestress loss at t days
c
after transfer
4.2 Example Calculations
In order to demonstrate the application of the recom-
mended procedure, several example problems have been solved. One
of these is presented in detail in this section. For the other
examples, the detailed calculations are given in Appendix D, and
the summary results are shown here. The discussions in Section
4.3, though numerically referred to the first example, are general
in nature, and are equally applicable to the other examples in a
qualitative sense.
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The"first example problem deals with the main members of
an 80 ft. span in a typical·highwaybridge. The superstruqture
consists of PennDOT standard 24 x 42 I-beams, spaced at 5 ft. cen-
ter to center, and supporting a 7~ in. cast-in-place slab. Con-
crete characteristics are those corresponding to upper bound poten-
tial loss. Pretensioning is supplied by 52 straight 7/16 in.
strands of the 270K grade, with a total steel area of 6.08 sq. in.
Initial tensioning stress (upon anchoring to the pretensioning bed)
is 186 ksi. The properties of the cross sections are:
For the precast girder section:
A = 588 sq. in.g
= 108,000 in. 4I g
e = 7.31 in.g
For the composite section, considering 7 in. by
60 in. effective flange
A = 1008 sq. in.
I 294,400 in. 4=
e = 18.75 in.
The fabrication, erection and loading sche~ules are as
follows:
Transfer of prestres~ - 3 days after tensioning
Erection of beams on abutments - 1 day after transfe~
Casting of deck concrete, without shoring - 7 days
a~ter transfer
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Application of additional dead load of 30 psf - 28
days a'fter slab c"asting
Application of traffic lO'ads CBS: 20~44) - 18'0' 'days
after transfer
The midspan bending moments ca~sed by the ,several cate-
gories of loads are:
Girder load moment = 5880 .k-in.
Slab load moment = 4500 k-in.
Superimposed dead load moment = 1440 k-in.
Live load moment (including impact) = 7900 k-in.
To initiate the solution, the several parameters will
first be evaluated. The -initial stress ratio is 186/270 = 0.69,
the transfer time is k 1 = 3 days. The geometrical design para-
meter is calculated as follows:
1,~ =-------
. a
Aps ( i
g
+ eg )I g
=-..,..--...-..--------
The pa~a~ter £~~~ reflecti~ the effect of applied ~ads, is
calculated assuming that the girder. and slab loads are carried by
the precast section only, and the subsequent~y applied loads are
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carried by the composite section. ~lso ,. t,he effect of live load
l
is neglected in view of its .transi~nt nature.
f t =(5880 + 4500) (7.31)' +1440 (18.75)
c~ 108000 294400
= 0.702 + 0.092 = O.794"ksi'·
Step 1: Initial Prestress Loss;
From Fig. 8, for f ::: 0.69 f and k 1 =: 3Sl pu
REL l = 0.027 f ::: 7.2 ksipu
. f ::: 186
-
7.2 = 178.8 ksi
82
From Eq. 4-2, for f3 ::: 74.9 and n. = 61.
EL 6 (178.8) ::: 13.4 ks:l::: 74.9, + 6 - 1
. 1L ::: REL 1 + E1 ::: 20.6 ksi
f = 186 - 20.6 ::: 165.4 ksi
83
_ 1
f - -6 EL ::: 2.23 ksi
cs
Step 2: Final Prestress~Loss:
From Fig. 9, for f = 0.69 f and upper bound
81 pu
concrete
SRL = 0.193 f ::: 52.:1 ksipu
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From Fig. 10, for f =2.23 ksi and f = 0.69 fCs 81 pu
ECR = 0.lU8 f = 29.2 ksipu
From Eq. 4-6, for f~t =0.794 ksi
f = 6 ( 74. 9) (0 794) 4 46 k '
sti 74.9 + 6 - 1· =. .. 81
LD =(3.3 - 1) (4.46) =10.3 ksi
· TL = SRL + ECR - LD = 71.0 ksi
final prestress =186 - 71.0 = 115.0 ksi
f
86 =115.0 + 4.46 = 119.5 ksi
Step 3: Loss at the end of one year
PL = 20.6 + 0.22 (71.0 - 20.6) log (365)
= 20.6 + 0.56 (50.4)
= 20.6 + 28.2 =48.8 ksi
Prestress at the
end of first yea~ = 186 - 48.8 = 137.2 ksi
Steel stress at
end of one year = 137.2 + 4.46 =141.7 ksi
In the following, the several additional examples are
presented in summary form. In all cases, the live load is of the
HS 20-44 class, and the cast-in-place deck slab is 7~ in. thick
with an effective structural thickness of 7 in. The fabrication
and erection sequence is similar to that of the first problem,
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------------------- -- ---------- -------- ----------------------------j
except that the transfer time k1 is as specified. Details of cal-
culations are shown in Appendix D. The two sets of answers shown
refer to the upper and lower bound predictions respectively.
Example 2: PennDOT 20/33 I-beams spaced at 6 ft. 10 in.
center to center, and spanning 6'0 ft. Prestressing steel consists
of 34 straight ~ in. strands of the 270 K grade. Aps =5.20 sq. in.
e = 7.95 in. Initial tensioning stress is 189 ksi. Transferg
time is 3 days.
REL 1 = 7.56 ksi 7.56 ksi
EL = 19.42 16.60
I1 = 26.98 24.16
SRL = 52.8 38.9
ECR = 40.9 36.5
f f
= 1.171 1.171c~
LD =14.7 10.3
TL = 79.0 65.1
Loss at one year = 56.1 47.1
Example 3: PennDOT 24/60 I-beams spanning 103 ft. and
spaced at 7 ft. 1 in. center to center. Prestressing steel con-
sists of sixty-six 7/16 in. strands, with a total area of 7.72 sq.
in. Strands are harped at 0.35 span points from centerline of sup-
ports. Eccentricity with resI?ect to the gross pr,ecast, section is
19.51 in. for the middle portion and 11.49 in. at the supports.
Initial tensioning stress is 186 ksi. Transfer time is 18 hours.
~51-
REL l = 5.1 ksi 5.'1 .' ksi
EL = ~7 .4 14.,7
IL = 22.5 19.8
SRL = 52.1 38.0
ECR = 36.4, 32.4
f T = 1.563 1.563at
LD =19.8 13.8
TL =68.7 56.6
Loss at one year =4~.3 40.4
4.3 Discussion
In the example calCijlations presented 'in Section 4.2,
several arbitrary choices were made in setting up the problem and
in carrying out its solution. Conunents concerning these choices
and decisions are now in order. Although nwnerically linked to
the first example, shown in detail in Section 4.2, the discussions
are ,general in nature, and qualitatively are also applicable to all
other example problems.
The calculation of transfer elastic loss was' based on '
Eq. 4-2, on account of its simple form. As pointed outearlien,
(Section 3.4~'3) the same results can' be obtained bya theoretical.
t ;"
elastic analysis, using the transformed cross section of'the
girder. For the concrete in question, the suggested 'value for
modular ratio is 6.
.2
= 588+ (6 - 1) (6.08) ::: 618.4 in.-
et =(588) (7.31)/618.4 ::: 6.95 in.
It, =108000 + 588 (7.31) (7.31 - 6.95) =109,500
a
f o = (6 8) (1 8 8)( GlK. + I:; ;0) = 2.23 ksi
EL ::: 6 (2.23) ::: 13.4 ksi
• 4-1n.'"-'
An approximate solution could be obtained by 'using the gross sec-
tion properties in'the above calculations. The concrete stress
f e3, and consequently the elastic loss EL, would be slightly over-
estimated. For this present example, the induced error would be
about 7%. An iterative procedure to refin.e the approximate solu-
tion has appeared in literature9 and will not be discussed here.
Similar discllssionapp1ies to the evaluation of f , . by Eq. 4-6,
Si\;~
which is also equivalent to an elastic analysis based on the trqns-
formed section.
The estimation of ECR was made from Fig. 10, considering
the infl~ence of both f and f • As indicated in Section 3.4.4',
03 s~
the influence of f is only marginal. Ignoring this effect, andSl
using the curve for the typical value of f S1 =0.70 f pu ' ECR would
be estimated as 0.107 f or 28.9 ksi. Owing to the proximity ofpu
the typical value, the error introduced is negligible as expected.
An examination of Fig. 10 would show that the error will not be
excessive even if f i8 significantly different from the typical
81
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value (largest deviation for f ~ 0.8 f is 0.011 f or 3 ksi).
81 pu ·pu
A further simplification for the estimation of ECR involves the
linear approximation. Using the suggested mUltiplication factor of
12.5, ECR would becom~ 27.9 ksi, reflecting an underestimate of
less than 5%, or less than 1% error in the estimated remaining
prestress.
The handling of the effect of applied loads contains
three approximations. First ,. the influence of live load stress on
the time-dependent losses was ignored, on account of its transient
nature. Whether such a fluctuating stress, which is absent for a
substantial portion of the time, has any effect on prestress losses
is a question without an answer at the present time. However, an
upper bound of the error resulting from its being neglected can be
easily determined. Assuming the live load including impact to be
present continuously throughout the lifetime of the bridge member,
the influence on prestress would be
-- ----------,
7900 (18.75)
294400 =6.95 ksi
This value is only approximately 6% of the estimat·ed final prestress.
The second approximation involved in calculating LD in
Section 4.2 was the implication that all loads were applied at the
time of transfer. Since some loads were added only after some time
has elapsed after transfer, the demonstrated calculation over-
estimates the effect of applied load. However, this error is
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clearly not excessive as LD itself is a term of minor importance
in the estimation of TL.
The third source of inaccuracy in calculatingLD is related
to the calculation of fs~i' and is less apparent than the other two
discussed above. In Section 3.4.5 and in Appendix C, it has been
~established that the quantity ~/(~ + n - 1) represents the neces-
sary adjustment factor which converts·the nominal concrete stress
f~ into its exact counterpart. In the example calculation,
~ = 74.9 was computed based on the section of the precast girder.
This value would correctly convert the stresses due to girder and
slab loads, but not the stresses caused by the superimposed dead
load (as well as live and impact loads). For the last item, a f3
value based on the composite section should be used. Interestingly,
it was found that for bridge designs of usual proportions, these
two f3 values do not differ very much. In the present example, ~
based on the composite section is 75.2, less than 1% larger than
the value used. The error induced by this approximation is ob-
I viously negligible.
The example problem was calculated based on the charac-
teristics of the upper bound concrete. Changing the concrete pro-
perties to the lower bound would naturally change the outcome.
Without repeating the steps in detail, the results are:
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REL 1 = 7.2 ksi
EL = 11.3
f = 2.27C3
SRL = 38.1
ECR = 25.1
f = 3.775ti
LD = 7.16
TL = 56.0
f = 167.553
final prestress = 130.0
f = 133.8Sa
Compared with the values obtained for upper bound, it is seen that
the prestress remains nearly the same at the initial stage, but is
13% higher for the final stage. It is also seen that the primary
source of this difference is the portion
pend upon the geometric design.
SRL which does not de-
While the concrete characteristics exert a substantial
effect on prestress losses, the sam~ cannot be said concerning the
steel strands supplied by the several manufacturers. The recom-
mended procedure, with all the tables, charts and coefficients,
was established based on the average characteristics of all strands
tested. The significance of referring to one specific diameter
and/or manufacturer can be observed from Fig. 4. For the present
example, ~ = 74.9 and l/~ = 0.0134. The total final loss
~56..
(disregarding load ~ffects) is 0.435 f (81 ksi) for average
Sl
steel, 0.432 f (80.5 ksi) for average 7/16 in. strands, and
. 81
0.421 f Sl (78.5 ksi) for 7/16 in. strands from manufacturer C.
The numerical values above show that distinction among the several
steel surfaces are not necessary and not warranted.
A summary of the influences of the various choices of
materials· as well as alternatives of calculation as discussed in
the preceding paragraphs is presented in Table' 3.
One further point must be brought out to complete this
discussion. The example calculations show a total loss of prestress
of 71 ksi, or approximately 38% of the initial stress. It must
be recognized that this represents the total loss predicted for a
lifetime of 100 years, which is unusually long. In addition, the
total loss immediately after transfer is 20.6 ksi, or nearly 11%.
In other words, although the initial tensioning stress in steel is
186 ksi, the actual prestress is varying from 165.4 to 115.0 ksi
during the lifetime of the member, reflecting a long term loss of
50.4 ksi, or approximately 30% of the initial stage prestress.
The corresponding values for the lower bound losses are 167.5,
130, 37.5 ksi and 23%. The implication of the long assumed life
of the structural members is the low percentage of total loss
occurring within a given beginning period. step 3 shows that the
first year accounts for only 56% of the total long term prestress
loss in contrast to a much higher percentage customarily assigned
to that period of time. As a consequence, even though the total
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value of long term prestress losses may appear to be very high,
the loss within any given beginning period is indeed in line with
what is indicated by past experience.
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5. COMPARISON OF PREDICTION METHODS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter contains a critical comparison between the
recommended procedure, described in Chapter 4, and eight other
methods for the estimation of prestress losses. Several of the
compared methods are parts of current or past design specifications.
16These include the PennDOT standard designs (1964) ,the BPR
6 1 aCriteria (1954) , the AASHO Specifications (1969 and 1971 ), and
7
the CEB Recommendations (1970). Also included are the modified
12
BPR formula, currently in use by PennDOT ,the proposed revision
845
of AASHO method by Gamble , the proposed method by Branson' and
the tentaive recommendation of the pcr Committee on Prestress
14Losses In the subsequent sections, each of these methods will
be briefly discussed, and compared with the recommended procedure.
The same example problems used in Section 4.2 have been reanalyzed
using each of these methods and the results compared to those pre-
viously obtained. A separate document contains more complete de-
scription of these methods as well as sample calculations using
each method 20, which will not be included in this report. For
further details of these methods, the readers are referred to that
document and to the original sources of information as indicated.
While all methods deal with the same physical phenomenon,
and most recognize the same general concepts, each method employs
a different set of simplifying approximations. Also, while most
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methods ostensibly involve separate evaluation of losses caused
by elastic deformation, creep, shrinkage and relaxation, the bases
for partitioning of the total loss into these components are by
no means uniform. Hence it would be rather meaningless to compare
the various components of prestres~ losses obtained by eaCh
method. Instead, only the total prestress losses at the initial
stage (immediately after transfer) and the final stage (end of
service life) are compared, these being normally the most crucial
for design purposes. These comparisons are shown in Table 4.
It should be pointed out that even for this very re-
stricted scope of comparison, information is not fUlly available
from all methods. Besides the recommended procedure, only the
PCI method is capable of evaluating the prestress lospes at all
times. These two methods are also the only ones which take into
account the relaxation loss prior to transfer. All other methods
provide only a solution for the final losses. For these methods,
the tabulated values for initial loss represent the elastic short-
ening component only. For the two methods employing flat percent-
age and flat sum, the initial loss columns are left blank. Inci-
dentally, many designers (including PennDOT bridge division)
apparently do not concern themselves with the initial losses, and
use tIle full tensioning stress for stress calculations at the
initial stage. The implications of this practice will be dis-
cussed later in Section 5.8.
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A more fundamental difficulty in making the comparison
lies ~n the lack of a uniform definition for prestress losses.
There is no assurance that the definitions listed in Section 1.4
ar"ebeing used in the methods being compared with the recorrunended
~rocedure. In fact, there are reasons to believe that they do
not use these definitions. Stresses caused by applied loads,
particularly the weight of the member itself, are probably in-
cluded in "prestress" by many methods, although explicit infor-
mation is not available. Similarly, in several metho~s, the
initial steel prestress used to evaluate prestress losses is
probably not the value immediately upon anchoring to the pre-
stressing bed, as is used in this research project. To be truly
fair, an adjustment would have to be made to the calculated re-
sults before comparison is made. However, without factual know-
ledge of the definitions used in each method, such adjustment
would be presumptiolls on the part of the author, and futile as
well. Therefore, comparisons are made on results as calculated,
without regard to the possible bias.
In all calculations of stresses, the area properties of
the gross cross sections (precast or composite) were used, whic~
led to small violations of the static equilibrium requirements.
This selection of section properties was made based on the under-
standing that most designers would consider using the transformed
(or net) section properties impractical.
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5.2 The Flat Value Methods
Two of the, eight methods employ one single factor for
estimating the final prestress losses. The old AASHO specification
(1969)1 permits the constant value of 35 ksi for all pretensioned
16
members. The old PennDOT standard designs (1964) used a flat
rate of 20% of initial stress (f ) for box girders and 22.8% for81
I-girders. These same percentages are still in use at the present
time, but serve only as lower bounds 13 .,
Needless to say, these methods are the easiest and fastest
to apply, and the results can be:expected to be the crudest.
There is no provision for an initial loss up to the time of im-
mediately after transfer. Although the elastic transfer loss can
be accounted for by. a theoretical elastic analysis, the relaxation
loss prior to transfer cannot be included. Therefore, an Qver-
estimation of prestress and consequently material stresses at the
initial stage would 'occur, which would normally be on the conserva-
tive side.
Comparison of the final prestress losses with those ob-
tairied from the recorrunended procedures shows that these methods
underestimate prestress losses, therefore under,estimates the
material stresses under the final stage (fUll dead and live load).
It is interesting to note, however, that the flat· percentage losses
are not far different than the long term prestress loss occurring
after transfer (f - f ) as predicted by the recommended procedure.
sa S3
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5.3 The BPR Methods
As indicated in Section 1.1, the 1954 Criteria for Pre-
stressed Concrete Bridges, issued by the U. S. Bureau of Public
e
Roads (predecessor of .the, present Federal Highway Administrati?n,
Department of Transportation), contained the following formula for
the estimation of prestress losses
~f =6000 + 16 f + 0.04 f .
s as S1
(5-1)
In the Corrunentary accompanying the Criteria, it was explained that
the first term in the above formula represents the shrinkage loss,
the second term the combination of 5 f for elastic loss and 11 f
_____cs__~________ _ ~_______ cs
for creep, and the third term the loss due to relaxation.
Based on preliminary information generated in this pre-
sent project (PennDOT 66-17), and from elsewhere, the Pennsylvania
Department 'of Transportation made a slight modification to this
16
formula for their new standard designs The relaxation term was
increased to 0.08 f ..S1
These formulas contain the parameter feB and f si ' and are
therefore capa'ble of accoilllting for their ,variations. However,
they do not take, into consideration the variations of concrete
characteristics (elastic modUlUS, shrinkage, etc.), the effect of
applied loads and the interaction among the several contributing
causes of prestress losses. Also, the before-transfer relaxation
is not properly considered.
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As r,evealed in Table 4, the BPR methods predicted pre-
stress losses lower than the ,reconunended procedure. The PennDOT
modification results in higher final loss but makes no change
in the "initial loss which is substantially lower than the recom-
mended procedure. Also' to be observed is that the BPR formulas
appear to over-correlate to the concrete fiber stress, 'as .. there-
suIt for Examp~e 2, which has an unusually low ~ value of; 50.5, is
comparatively very high.
5.4 The AASHO Methods
'2
In the AASHO Interim Specifications of 1971 , the lump
sum loss of 35000 psi previously recommended for pretensioned mem-
bers was replaced' by a formula which shows the total loss as the
sum of the four components estimated separately. The shrinkage
loss SH is chosen from a table based on' the average relative
humidity of the locality of the structure. Elastic loss is
equated to 7 f where f is the average concrete stress at e.g.s.
cr . cr
at transfer. Creep loss is estimated as 16 fed' where f cd is the
average concrete stress at e.g.s. under full dead load. And the
relaxation loss is estimated by
REL .= 20000 - 0.125 (EL + SH: + CR)· (5-2)
The important features of this method are the inclusion
of many parameters. The influence of environmental condition and
the applied loads are considered. So is the effect on relaxation
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by the other, components'. However, the interrelation among the
first three components', is not· included, nor is the',dependency of
the relaxation on the initial steel stress. Another peculiar fea-
ture' of this method- -is the' 'word' ffaveragenused in the definition
of fer and fed~ By virtua of this word, the variation of pre~
stress' ,along the length of the member is eliminated,and only an
.average prestressis'obtained. This is in contrast to' most ot·her
methods where prestress is defined separately for variollsse'cti'o'ns
of the member.
Examination of Table 4 shows that the 1911 AASHO method
tends to yield very high values of the final prestress loss,
particularly when the concrete prestress is high (e.g. example 2).
The effect of the averaging is apparent in example 3 where on
account of the harping of the prestress force, the high prestress
loss expected at midspan is partially compensated by low losses
near the ends, resulting in a moderate overall loss value.
A proposed amendment to the 1971 AASHO Interim Specifica-
tion has recently been suggested by Professor W. L. Gamble of the
8University of Illinois. The general format of the 1971 method
is retained, with changes in the estimation of elastic, creep and
relaxation losses.· The concrete stress f is redefined to include
cr
the effect of member's own weight, and is to be calculated based on
prestress force immediately after transfer. Two new formulas are
proposed for the creep and relaxation components:
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, ;"OR'= ,12 f,' '~7 (f . - f )
cr cr cd
REL = 20000 ~ 0.4 EL - 0.2 (SH + OR)
( 5-3)
" ,
It should be mentioned that 'the second' provision for f
cr
act'lL'ally" represents simply a closer approximation to the elastlc
th'6oretical'solution. The other changes pro posed, however, sub~"
s'tantially"decreas'e the predicted prestress losses. As' shown in
Table 4', prestress:losses by Gamble f S method compare "'closely with
the lower bound solution of the recommended procedure. 'It is
'apparent that Gamblets proposal repre~ents an imprb~~ment bf ~he
AASHO method, although the downward adjustmerit may be 'eXcessive.
Neither of theabove'methods take into' consid~ration the
strength and shrinkage characteristics of concrete and the initial
tensioning stress effect on relaxation.
5.5 The pcr General Method
The Tentative Recommendations of the PCl Committee on
14Prestress Losses contains two methods for the estimation of
prestress losses. One of these, called the AASHO-PCI method, is
essentially the same as the 1971 AASHO Interim Specifications
method 2 as described in Section 5.4. The only differences lie in
the definitions of the concrete stresses f and f d' where the
cr c .
words naverage" do not appear. Therefore, prestress loss values
are related to specific locations in the member instead of being
averaged over the whole length.
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The other methQd,,'. in the pcr Recorrunendations is named the
General Method, and is by far the most comprehensive among the
,met'hods being compared~'" '; Interaction :among the time-dependent
phenom~na_ are fUllyt<3:ken int? consideration by a ~tep-by-step
procedure, ,by' which the steel and concrete stresses are adjusted at
'the end of each time interval~ ,Estim~tion of creep loss is made
depende~t upc:>n the ~uringqondition, the shape and ,si,ze9f me~ber,
the ~g~ of concret~ at transfer, the concJJet~ modulus of elasticity
and the prevail~ng concret~.~ stress at beginning of each tim~" interval.
Shr:Lnkage_jl~$s is, dependent upon the concrete, modulus of elasticity
and the vol~me-surface ,ratio of the member. Estimation 0+ relaxa-
t~on, 10~~ is, based on the pre~la,i~i,ng_st;eelstre,_~s f
st at the begin-
ning,of tlle time interval by.means of a semi-logarithmic
1 t · h· 13re a ~ons ~p
REL (5-5)
where t and t 1 are the end and beginning time of the interval,
measured from the initial tensioning time, respectively, f is the
. . Y
yield strength of steel and the ratio f t/f is not to be ta.ken ass y ,
less than 0.60"
One drawback is inevitable for such a comprehensive
method. That i'8, the calculations needed are too elaborate and'
require too much time. The results obtained, however, can be ex-
pected to be very good. As mentioned earlier, the PCl General
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Method' is the dnlyone which"yields a correct estimate of the pre-
stres's lo'sses' at the initial stage. In Table 4, it, is clearly
seen that "this :method and 'the recormnended procedure agree reason-
ably'well in this regard. The slightly higher estimate by the pcr
method is attributed to the relaxation formula (5-'5-) which may bie
slightly higher for the initial time. Comparison of predicted
final prestress losses reveals ,that PCl general method results in
values close to the lower bound predictions by the recorrunended
procedure.
5.6 The CEB Method
Similar to the pcr General Method, the method recommended
T , , 7
by the Comite Europeen du Beton (European Committee on Concrete)
also includes a great number of variables, therefore achieve great
flexibility, in the estimate of prestress losses. Numerous charts
and formulas are given for the estimation of effects of th~ ~volume-
surface ratio, environment condition, concrete composition, age of
concrete at loading and initial tens'ioning stress. The 'inter-
action of the several; time-dependent phenomena is partially,con-
sidered by an adjustment to the relaxation loss in a' form similar
to that Used 'in the 1971 AASHO method. However, the effect- of
elastic loss on relaxation is not considered. A step-by-step pro-
cedure is also suggested to account for the time variation of
concrete and steel stresses.
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Interestingly:, -:tp.e CEB recorrunendations contain a modifi-
cation ,fa;ctor for the sh;rinkage ,lo~s based on the :amountof longi-
tudinal. steel. As pointed,' o,ut in Section ,3.1. 3, the same ap,proach
was initial,ly -taken in· the development of the recorrunended ,procedure,
but was later apandoned· because of difficulties in dealing, with
non-unifQrm;Ly dis,tributed longitudinal stee;L,.
"The prestress losses predicted by the, CEB method "are
seen to be substantially lower than the recommended procedure,
especia'lly where the 13 value is high, as in example 1. The ,i,nitial
losses by the CEB method are also much lower. It appears that the
European Committee based their recommendations on concrete charac-
teristics which are significantly different from those commonly
encountered in the United States, and particularly from those
tested in this research project.'
5.7 BransonTs Method
Based on his studies at the University of Iowa, Professor
D. E. Branson has recently ,pr,oposed a new method for the estimation
4 Ei
of prestress losses' .' For a, composite member consisting of a
precast girder and acast-in-plac~ slab, he proposes the combination
of eight component terms. Five of these represent the four major
components, each evaluated separately, with the qreep loss further
separated, intotwQ parts, oc.curringbefore a,nd after the casting of
slab. The other three terms represent prestress gains caused by
the elastic rebound due to slab load and differential shrinkage,
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and the effect of slab load on creep. The interaction of the
several components are partially recognized in the creep loss terms
but not in shrinkage, nor in re'laxation. The shrinkage strain is
modified by the stiffening effect of longitudinal steel, similar
to the eEB method. Although a hyperbolical variation with time
is assumed for the creep strain, Branson's method is nevertheless
not convenient for the estimation of- prestress loss at any time
other than the end of service life.
When compared to the recommended procedure, it is again
seen that the final 1688 predictions are not too different from
the lower bound values, but considerably lower than the upper
bound. On the other hand, the initial prestress losses pr'ediction,
including the elastic loss alone, fell significantly below the
predictions of the recommended procedure.
5.8 General Comments and Summary
A few general comments will be given with regard to the
comparison of the several methods for prestress loss prediction.
In Table 4, two sets of prestress loss values are listed for the
recommended procedure, representing the upper and lower bounds,
respectively. Although the spread between the initial loss values
are rather small, the difference between the final loss values
,amounts to approximately 20%. Only the PCI General method produces
comparable initial loss values, while all the other methods appear
to grossly underestimate. This is not surprising, of course, as
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the relaxation loss before transfer is not considered in any other
method.
Examining the final_ prestress loss values, it ,'is s~e,n,
that most of the predicted values fall between the upper and lower,
bounds of the recorrunended procedure, but with a disti,nct bias to-
wards the lower bound. The author believes that this p~as,is 'a
result of the long service life assumed in this resea~ch. While
100 years was arbitrarily chosen to represent the length of service
life in the recommended procedure, the service lif~ for the oth~r
methods were rather ill-defined, but with an implication of being
much shorter (e.g. 20 years).. Considering this differenoe, it must
be concluded that the comparison of final prestress-losses shows
excellent. agreement. However, the flat rate methods resulted in
values unquestionably too low.
The implication of the relatively high loss values on the
design and safety of the structural members is not immediately
apparent. At first glance, the underestimate of prestress losses
should result in a conservative design at the initial stage but a
less safe one at the final stage. It is felt that the actual safety
of the members may not have been unduly impaired on account of the
common over-strength of concrete .(e.g. 5000 psi design vs. 7000 psi
actual), 'the infrequent occurrence of full live load, the possible
beneficial effect of live load, and the relatively short period of
time when pretensioned members have been in service (less than 25
years in the United States).
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Of.,~,.theseveral'methods compared, the; flat value methods
are 'clearly "lltls;atisfactory • The BPR and AASHO methods;· 'do: not pro--
vide' for .any;.:, vari,ati'onin the' concrete character,istics (implied' '
~ixed modular ,·rat,io), which must be ,considered a serious drawback.
Both:,CEB and pcr methods involve a large' 'number of tables and charts
and a step~by-,stepprocess of 'calculation. ,The results by the ,CEB
method a,180 are the most erratic when compared with the' upper' and·
lower bounds obtained by the reconunended procedur'e. Branson's
method represents a compromise between 'the 'extensive charts and
tables, on one hand and. the verys'iJ11ple formula on the other.
Unfortuantely, the effects of loads applied after the slab-casting
and the before-transfer relaxation were ,not ,taken into consideration,
and it is ,the author's feeling that he did not succeed in improving
either the si~plicity or the accuracy ~f the prediction methods.
In co'mparison, the" recorrunended procedure is easy to apply and y~ields
reasonable bounds for the ,prestress losses,. It is therefore, con....
sidered superior ,to all the other methods.
Naturally, the recorrune~ded procedure, is not without its
own limita'tions. Besides the 'stress. ranges, indicated ,in,' Section
3.1, tWQ important parameters had not been included in the experi-
mental program, na~e~y, the environmental 'condition of the struc-
tural .. ;s~t.e and "the volume-surface ratio, of the ,member. However,,: .
these I,imitations -should not affect ,the applicab,il'i,ty at this
method for ,;bridge .members designed, according ~o the specifications
of t·he Penn,sylvan:La Department of Transportation. The stress
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ranges cover the usual range of stresses ,found in a prestressed
concrete member. The, ;·volume-surface ratio of the concrete main
specimens (Section 2.2) was selected to represent a medium value
of the PennDOT standard beam members, and the environmental con-
dition for the state of Pennsylvania does not show drastic vari-
apility, therefore flexibility with respect to these parameters
are not important. On the other hand, these effects must be con-
sidered if the recommended procedure is to be applied to' members
and environments significantly different from those encountered
in Pennsylvania. In this regard, it is noticed that the volume-
to-surface ratio of the various AASHO-PCI standard box- and I-beam
sections differs not much from 4.0 inches, the value selected for
tthe main specimens. Moreover, the ~ values for all standard
AASHO-PCI beams also fall within the range of 50 to 200, similar
to the PennDOT standard members. Therefore, it is felt that the
results of this research could be extended to nationwide applica-
tion without serious difficulties, particularly for the regions
with a moderate climate. Only one significant modification of
the recommended procedure is needed, with regard to the character-
istics of concrete. This research work was based on required con-
crete strength of 5500 psi at transfer and 6000 psi at 28 days.
h ·f· · 1 2 • •In contrast, t e current AASHO Spec~ ~cat~ons\" l~st as ty,p~cal
many states) would naturally be associated with higher prestress
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losses than indicated by this research. To be strictly correct,
extension of the recommende~ procedure to the weaker concrete
should require establishing the new concrete stress-strain-time
relationship, and then repeating the parametric study, as de-
scribed in Section 3.3, in order to develop the new empirical
coefficients in the estimation of 1L and TL. However, it is
noticed that the empirical coefficients used in the recommended
procedure are mostly nearly proportional to the initial modular
ratio n .. Therefore, it is felt that the desired extension could
~
be achieved rather simply by means of this relationship. In line
with this thinking, a slightly modified version of the recommended
procedure is presented in Appendix A, and is proposed for con-
sideration for incorporation into the national design specifica-
tions. In this modified version, the range for n. has been ex-
~
tended to be from 5 to 7, and the empirical coefficients for ECR
and LD have been directly related to n ..
~
A further comment, not related to the comparison, but
to the common practice of design calculations, should be made.
It appears that the member analysis at the initial stage (immedi-
ately upon transfer) is often based on the full initial tensioning
stress in steel (see page 60a). In other words, the initial pre-
stress loss ,~Sl neglected, resulting in a more dangerous condition
than actually exists. Although the error is on the conservative
side in this case, it should be clear from Table 4 that this error
may be excessive. The predicted initial losses amount to from 10
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to 15% of thei;nitial' tensioriing stress. The author feels! that
prestress' -loss of suchmagn'itude' 'should'no't b'e ignored in design
computations.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Recommendations
In conclusion, the prediction procedure as described in
Section 4.1 (and Appendix A) is recommended for prestress loss
estimation in pretensioned structural members. As the procedure
provides an upper and a lower bound, the designer may wish to
judiciously choose an intermediate value for his design. Indeed,
such a move would be extremely desirable, since overestimation of
prestress losses does not always lead to a safe and economical
design.
More specifically, conclusions may be listed as follows:
1. The inter-dependence upon one another of shrinkage, creep
and relaxation effects on prestress losses is extremely
intimate. As a consequence, separate estimation of these
phenomena on individual basis does not provide a reason-
able means for the estimation of prestress losses.
2. The basic procedure, as described in Section 3.2, involv-
ing the interaction of the two stress-strain-time sur-
faces, enables a complete analysis of stress and strain
conditions in a pretensioned structural member. By this
procedure, the prestress loss is controlled by the con-
crete and steel characteristics, the initial tensioning
stress f ,the transfer time k 1 , the geometrical designSl
parameter ~, and the load stress parameter f~t.
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3. To avoid excessive calculation, the procedure described
in Section 4.1 (and Appendix A) is recommended for prac-
tical usage.
4. For stress calculations at the initial stage (immediately
after transfer), prestress losses including the pre-
transfer relaxation loss REL1 and the transfer elastic
loss should be considered.
5. Prestress losses at the final stage are affected by con~
crete characteristics, f ,~and f
e
T
,. The effect of
. Sl ~
transfer time is negligible.
6. The prestress losses are affected by the make and size
of the 270 K grade stress-relieved strands. However, the
effect is less than ±8% of the average loss, and conse-
quently may be neglected for practical purposes.
7. The time of application of external loads has only a
marginal effect on the total prestress losses at the end
of service life. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity,
all sustained loads may be taken as applied at the time
of transfer.
8. The reconunended procedure is based ,on test data reflect-"
ing stress-relieved strands, a moderately humid' environ-'
ment (average relative humidity = 50 to 70%), and a
volume-surface ratio of 4 in. When actual conditions
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differ from those listed, some of the empirical values
may change, but the basic concept remains valid.
9. Theoretical elastic analyses, using transformed section
properties, are needed for the evaluation of elastic
transfer loss as well as the effect .of applied loads q
These analyses can be accomplished by using the fol1ow-
ing simplified (but precise) formulas
f 1 f=Ca ~ + n. - 1 S2~
fst =
n~ f'~ + n - 1 c~
10. The growth of long term prestress losses (those occurring
after transfer) can be approximated by a semi-logarithmic
relationship with time.
6.2 Future Research
During the time when this research proj'ectwas being
conducted, many questions have been raised concerning factors and
parameters not covered in the study. A few of these are listed
below~ representing possible topics of research in the future.
The investigations of these topics would in no way affect the
basic principal of the recommended prediction procedure, but may
expand its usefulness.
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1. The effect of a varying environmental condition on the
prestress loss characteristics of a structural member.
Whether the information gathered from specimens stored
in near-stable laboratory environment can be applied to
predict the behavior of in-service members in the field
has been questioned. Several research projects, includ-
ing one sponsored by the PennDOT at Lehigh University,
are currently in progress attempting to provide an answer
to this question.
2. The effect of elevated temperature during the curing
period on the pre-transfer relaxation loss, if any.
3. The effect of steel characteristics as represented by
the new "stabilized" strands, as well as steel 'wires
and bars.
4. The effect of stresses caused by transient and recurring
loads (such as traffic loads) on the creep and relaxa-
tion contributions to prestress losses.
5. The effects of the cast-in-place slab to the prestress
losses in the precast member. Besides the composite ac-
tion in resisting loads applied at a later time, the east-
in-place slab may also affect the behavior of the member
through differential shrinkage, partial continuity, lat-
eral compatibility, and interference to moisture movement
into or out of the structure (volume-surface ratio), etc.
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6. Effect of an avera,ge ,envir,()nmental condition signifi-
cantly drier or wetter than the one encountered in this
stU9-Y ... Environmental effect on pure shrinkage of con-
crete has been researched, and numerical co~fficients
1 . I ". 4. ~: : : • ~ . I. L -:. .. _ ,
are avail.;3.ble:a,7. A computer analysis using the general
~; , • • .;. I . . t
procedure program (PRELOQ) spoul<.i pI,'ovid~ the n~ce~sary
adjustments to the recommended procedure.
7. Applicability of the recorrunen'ded procedure to"'post-
tensioned~ structural members.' There appears to be no
question that the basic concept used in the general pro-
cedure should be equally valid when applied to post-
tensioned structural members. However, ,the mathematical'
formulation would have to be modified (the time com-
patibility relationship, etc.).
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Losses -in Pretensioned Concret'e S:t~ructu!'al Members" is being con-
duct'ed'at Lehigh U'niver's-fty", and ':LS financiallysponso:r'ed by the
Pennsylvania Department of Transpo:rtation'; the U. 8.; Department of
Transportation, Federal Highwa:~i Admi.nistration and the Reinforced
Concrete Research Council. The interest in, and support of, this
project by these agencies are gratefully acknowledgedlt
At, Lehigh Uni,versity, the conduct of this investigation
is being carried out at the Fri:tzEngi~eeringLaboratory, Depart-
ment of Civil·Engineering. Dr. L.8. Beedle is the director of
the laboratory. Dr., D. A. VanHorn is the' chairman of t'he
department.
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their cooperation and generosity.
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I
rendered by Mr. K. R. Harpel and'; his staff for the handling of
spec~mens, Mr. H. T. Sutherland for help in instrumentation,
Mr. Jo Gera and Mrs. S. Balogh for preparation of figures, and·
Mrs. R. A. Grimes for typing this manuscript.
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8. TABLES
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TABLE 1 COEFFICIENTS FOR STEEL SURFACES
I
(X)
f-I
I
Instanta:Q.eous, Stress-Strain Relati<?llship
I IAll M~nUfact~~:rs[.____ A~ = -0.04229,IAll Sizes ".~Aa = 1.21952, A3 = -0.17827-
Relaxation Coefficients
Si'ze Manufacturer B1 B-3 Ba B4
! ._~----
B -0.0524-3 0.00113 0.11502 0.05228
I
7/1·6 in. C . -0.04697 -0.01173 I a.10015 0.05943
I
I
J
U -0.06036 0.00891 I 0.12068 0.02660
-Oo0532l~~002~1 i -- -'--- ~-...~-_.----_._-iAll I 0.11294 0.03763
i
f
B -0006380 0.00359 t 0.12037
,
0.05673i Iit II ,1/2 in. .C -0.07880 -0.00762 0.14598 l 0.05920
: i
U . -0.06922 0.0081.1-4 0.13645 J 0.04394
i"
All -0.07346 0.00620 0.13847- I 0.04608
All All -0.05867 0.00023 0.11860 0.04-858
COEFFICIENTS FOR CONCRETE SURFACES
0.00649
0.00256
0.01153
0.02031
-0.00289
. 0.00-128
-0.00432
0.01500 '
-0.00016
0.02454
0.004-39
0.01609
~o. 006'68 "
-0.00474
Creep.
coeffl-·C-ie-n-t-$'--or---p-l-....an-t---AB--l-·U CD f,;,: ,C.O·~b_ in:7l.-.,.
U per Bound '_L_ow_e_r Bound 1 . ed. I
---- : r ---...11--1---- --,
I !0.02500 , 0.02105 ! 0.02299
t
I+-----oi----I-~-.---.:-----t--------+--I--
I E l -0.01280 I -0.00664 I· ... 0.01592
I ! II Ez 0.00675! -0.00331 i
i
I . i
E -0.00060 I -0.00371 1,-
3 j ,
0.01409 I
I
L....- ......L----.4--_----~----~'~,-:.---
* Note: C1 = loolE where E is modulus of elasticity: C c
for concrete, in ksi~
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TABLE 3 EFFECTS ON ESTIMATED PRESTRESS LOSSES
BY VARIOUS llliFlNEMENTS A:tIDAPPROXIMATIONS
I
(X)
LA,).
I·
Initial .Final
----
Estimated Losses (Section 4. 2) 20.6 ksi 71.0 ksi
-.
- --~
Variations Effects
- I
". EL by gross section properties +0.9 ksi I +1.6 ksi
-r
ECR: Using typical-f -_._.- -0.2 ksi
5J.
Linear approximation ---- -1.3 ksi
LD :- Including live load ---- I Max. - 7.0 ksi
Considering load appli"cation time I---- f +
i
~ of composite section ---- f ± negligible
!Concrete: lower bound -2.1 ksi -15.0 ksiI
Steel: 7/16 TT strands - negligible I - negligibleI
Manufacturer ± negligible I ± negligible
J
I
I
00
-+=
I
TABLE 4 CALCULATED PRESTRESS LOSSES BY VARIOUS METHODS
Example 1 2 3
---~----- - ------.. _""', ......._~ .,~ ......... ---~..,.-.... .. ~ .. - .....- _.... " - ...... _--...-...._--
f = 186 ksi f = 189 ksi f = 186 ksi
81 Sl Sl
Given k 1 = 3 days k = 3 days k 1 = O. 75 days1
Conditions S~ = 74-.9 S]. = 50.5 ~l = 57.3
f~,e, = O. 794 ksi f ~ {, = 1 . 171 ks i fT = 1.563 ksic..f,
----r- T-- - . ..y...... - ..- -~ .........I
Method Initial Final Initial Final Initial FinalLoss Loss Loss Loss Loss Loss
PennDOT 1964- ---- ksi 42.5 ks·i ---- ksi 43.1 ksi ---- ksi 42.5 ksi
AASHO 1969 +---- 35.0 ---- 35.0 ---- 35.0
BPR 1954- 12.4- 53.1 18.7 73.4- 16.2 65.1
BPR Modified 12.4- 60.6 18.7 81.0 16.2 72.5
AASHO 1971 15.0 72 .. 1 24-.7 94-.4- 16.8 70.1
AASHO Gamble 14.5 55.4- 21.6 68.5 14.8 I 54-.3
PCI 22.5 54.2 29.4- 65.9 26.2 60.4-
CEB 9.6 39.2 20.1 66.2 14.8 49.2
Branson 13.4- 52.1 21 .. 0 63 .. 4- 15.7 53.7
Recommended 20.6 71.0 27.0 79 ..0 22.5 68.7
18.5 56.0 24.2 65.1 19.8 56.6
9. FIGURES
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APPENDIX-A
IMPLEMENTATION STATEMENT
(August, 1'973)
A.1' Preface
Based on the findings of an extensive research program,
a rational procedure for the prediction of prestress losses in
• •• I
pretensioned bridge members has been developed. The new procedure
permits the evaluation of total prestress losses at any time from
transfer to the end of serviQe life (taken at 100 years after
transfer). It also recognizes the variability of shrinkage and
creep characteristics of concrete materials and provides a range
for the estimated losses.
A.2 Proposed Specifications
It is proposed that Section 1.6.7(B) (1) of the 1971
Interim AASHO Specifications be amended as the following:
1.6.7(B) (1) Pretensioned Members:
(a) Prestress in steel at any time is defined to be the
difference when the elastic steel stress caused by all
loads in presence, including the weight of the member
itself and all additional dead and live loads, is de-
ducted from the actual stress in steel. Conversely,
the actual stress in prestr~ssing steel at any time is
A-l
equal to the prestress plus the elastic stress caused
by all loads active at this given time.
(b) Initial loss: Immediately after transfer, the pre-
stress loss is
where
It = REL l + EL (A-I)
REL
1
= Relaxation loss occurring pri'or to transfer,
in ksi. Its value i~ dependent 'upon the ini-
tial tensioning stress f and the transfer81
time k 1 , and shall be evaluated by Fig. A-I.
EL = Elastic transfer loss, in ksi = n.f1 C3
n. = Initial modular ratio, varying from 5 to 71
f = Concrete prestress at e.g.s. at transfer time,C3
in ksi, to be calculated by Eq. A-2
where
s =
f
S1
- REL l
f =
C3 ~ + ll. - 1
1
1
2
e
A (.l..+-L)ps A Ig g
(A-2)
A = Cross sectional area of prestressing steel,ps
in sq. in.
A-2
A ,e ,I = Area, eccentricity and moment of inertiag g g
of the gross cross section, respectively,
all in inch units
(c) Final loss: At end of service life, taken as 100
years, the total prestress loss is
TL = SRL + 'ECR - LD
where
(A-3)
SRL = A value dependent upon f ,to be taken from the
81
following table, where f is the ultimate tensilepu
strength of prestressing steel, in ksi. For in-
termediate f values, use linear interpolation-
81
ECR = 2.2 n.f
1 C3
f If
81 PU
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
SRL (ksi)
24 - 42
30 - 46
39 - 53
so - 62
LD = Equivalent prestress gain caused by long term
loading = 2 nifat , where f ct = elastic concrete
stress at e.g.s. caused by permanently acting
loads, including the weight of the member
itself.
A-3
Cd) Prestress loss at any time before the end of service
life is
PL = IL + 0.22 (TL - IL) log t
c
where
t = Time after transfer, in days
c
A.3 Commentary
(A-4)
The recommended procedure is based on the findings of a
research project carried out at Lehigh University over the past
seven years, under the sponsorship of the Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation, the U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration, and the Reinforced Concrete Research
Council. This project, entitled TTPrestress Losses in Pretensioned
Concrete Structural Members TT was started in 1966 for the specific
purpose of establishing a rational and practical method for pre-
stress loss prediction. Experimental programs on prestressed con-
crete and steel strand specimens have generated sufficient data
for the development of the stress-strain-time relationships for
the two materials. Combining these two relationships with the
conditions of equilibrium and compatibility resulted in a rational
procedure by which stress and strain conditions within a pre-
stressed concrete member at any given time can be analyzed com-
pletely. The recommended procedure is a simplified version of the
general rational procedure, suitable for practical usage by design
engineers.
A-4-
In a preliminary part of this research project, con-
cretes from several regular prestressed concrete suppliers were
compared for their creep and shrinkage characteristics. All con-
cretes studied satisfied the strength and other quality control
requirements for prestressed concrete bridge members of the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation. Nevertheless, their
creep and shrinkage characteristics were found to differ signifi-
cantly. It was therefore concluded that it would be unrealistic
to suggest that prestress losses could be estimated on the basis
of one fictitious TfstandardTt concrete. In line with this conclu-
sion, the recommended procedure provides a range for the .predicted
prestress losses, instead of a single value.
An extensive parametric study based on the general ra-
tional procedure for prestress analysis established positively the
interdependency of the several major components of prestress
losses - elastic, shrinkage, creep and relaxation. In fact, the
influences of these ef~ects on one another are so strong that su-
perposition would be clearly improper. Therefore, instead of at-
tempting to evaluate each of these effects separately, the recom-
mended procedure aims at providing realistic estimates of the
total prestress losses at any time during the service life of the
structural member. This ,goal is accomplished by means of a simple
semi-logarithmic variation of the prestress loss CEq. A-4) between
the two stages usually most crucial in the design consideration:
A-S
the initial stage upon transfer and the final stage at the end of
service life (taken as 100 years).
Part (a) of the proposed amendment provides a rational
definition for 1Tprestress1T. By excluding the elastic effect of
applied loads, the annoying instantaneous changes in prestress
caused by the'application of any load are removed. The prestress
in a member remains a fixed quantity at any given time, as it
logically should be. It is completely determined by the struc-
tural design of the member section and the history of loading up
to the time under question, but is unaffected by any additional
loading at the instant. It should be pointed out that the weight
of the member is clearly a part of the dead load acting on the
member, hence its elastic effect is also excluded from prestress.
The prestress loss at transfer time consists of the ini-
tial relaxation loss REL 1 and the transfer elastic loss EL, both
can be theoretically evaluated. The evaluation of REL 1 is based
on the basic relaxation expression developed from empirical data
where S is the constant steel strain, f is the ultimate tensile
s pu
strength of steel, and B's are empirical coefficients obtained from
regression analysis. Fig. A-I is a graphical representation of the
above expression, with S replaced by the initial tensioning stress
s
f for more convenient reference.
81
A-6
The transfer elastic loss EL is to be evaluated by an
elastic analysis of the member section. In order to maintain
static equilibrium, the concrete prestress f shall be calculated
C3
by using the prestress force before transfer and the properties of
the transformed cross section. The recommended equation A-2 is
identically equivalent to such an elastic analysis, but is more
convenient to use, since only gross section properties are in-
valved. The dimensionless parameter ~ represents the influence of
the geometrical design of the section, and is one of the major
parameters controlling the prestress losses. For structural member
sections commonly used for highway bridge members (including all
AASHQ -PCl standard sections), the value of ~ varies within the
1
range of from 50 to 150.
The final prestress loss TL includes the effects of
transfer elastic loss, creep, shrinkage and relaxation, as well as
the long term effect of permanent loads and the elastic rebound
corresponding to changes in concrete and steel strains. In Eq.
A-3, the first two terms have no real physical meaning, but are
separated merely for the convenience of calculation. The sum of
these two terms yields the final prestress loss of an unloaded
member. The long term effect of permanently applied loads, in-
eluding the weight of the member, is a prestress gain represented
by the third term LD. Similar to the initial concrete prestress
f ,the elastic concrete stress caused by load, f_ p , also should
Ca ~"'1.1
be calculated on the basis of transformed cross section, in order
A-7
_._-,
to maintain static equilibrium. The geometrical parameter ~ can
be used to facilitate the calculation without loss of accuracy as
following:
f ~ fT
at = ~ + n. - 1 at
1
(A-S)
where fT = nominal concrete stress at c.g.s. caused by all
ct
permanent loads, calculated on the basis of gross
seption properties
The recommended coefficients for fat were obtained by considering
all permanent loads to be applied at the time of transfer. The
error induced by such an assumption is extremely small and
inconsequential.
The recommended Eg. A-4 represents a linear semi-
logarithmic variation of prestress loss, from IL at transfer
(t = 0) to TL at end of service life (t = 36500). The coeffi-
c c
cient 0.22 is equal to the reciprocal of log ~6500.
On account of the limitations of the experimental data
base and the extent of the parametric study used in its develop-
ment, the recommended procedure is presented in detail for pre-
tensioned members only. However, the concept used in the develop-
ment of the general procedure (tbat of combining the two stress-
strain-time relationships) is completely rational. Therefore, it
is expected that the same procedure can also be applied to post-
tensioned members, provided that the several empirical constants
(in EL, SRL, ECR and LD) are adjusted to reflect the casting of
A-8
concrete before the tensioning of steel. In a similar manner, the
recommended procedure could also be modified and extended to cover
other parameters, such as steel types and environmental conditions.
A.4 Demonstrative Example:
To demonstrate the recommended procedure, an example is
presented in this section. Let it be desired to estimate the pre-
stress losses at midspan section of the main members of an 80 ft.
span in a typical highway bridge. The superstructure consists of
PennDOT standard 24 x 42 I-beams, spaced at 5 ft. center to center,
and supporting a 7~l/2 in. deck slab cast-in-place without shoring
(structural thickness 7 in.). Prestressing steel consists of 52
straight 7/16 in. stress-relieved strands of the 270 k grade, with
a total steel area of 6.08 sq. in. and an initial tensioning
stress of 186 ksi. Transfer time is three days after initi~l
tensioning.
The gross section properties are Ag = 588 sq. in.,
4
e = 7.31 in. and I = 108000 in. The composite section pro-g g
4
perties are A = 1008 sq. in., e = 18.75 in., and I - 294400 in.
The mid-span bending moments due to various permanent
loads are: 5880 k-in. for girder weight, 4500 k-in. for slab
weight, and 1440 k-in. for additional dead load to be supported by
the composite section.
To initiate the solution, the several controlling' para-
meters are calculated first. These are:
A-9
f /f = 186/270 = 0.69
Sl pu
1
= = 74.9
6 08 ( 1 7 .31
2
)
'. 588 + 108000
f
C
f
p
= ( 331 +5112 7.31 +1 (18.75) 1.794 ksi~ 108000 294400 =
In the following, detailed calculations are shown for the
estimation of upper bound prestress losses. The corresponding
lower bound loss values are given in brackets. Notice that the
initial relaxation loss is independent of concrete properties,
hence has only one value.
Step.l: Loss at initial stage:
From Fig. A-I, for f /f = 0.69 and k 1 = 381 pu
REL 1 = 1.127 f pu = 7.2 ksi
From Eq. A-2, for r3 = 74.9 and n. = 7 [ 5J1
f 186 - 7.2 2.21 ksi [2.26 ksiJ= =C3 74.9 + 7 - 1
EL = 7 x 2.21 = 15.5 ksi [ll.~ ksiJ
IL = 7.2 + 15.5 = 22.7 ksi [,18.5 ksiJ
A-IO
Step 2: Loss at end of service life:
From table in part (c), use linear interpolation for
f If = 0.69
81 pu
SRL = 52.3 ksi
ECR = 2.2 x 7 x 2.21 = 34.1 ksi
According to Eq. A-5 in the Commentary
[38.1 ksiJ
[24.9 ksiJ
f 74.9 a 794ct=74.9+7-1 x • =
LD = 14 x 0.735 = 10.3 ksi
0.735 ksi [0.754 ksiJ
[7.5 ksiJ
TL = 52.3 + 34.1 - 10.3 = 76.l ksi [55.5 ksiJ
Step 3: Loss at an intermediate time, say one year after
transfer:
From Eq. A-4, for t = 365
c
PL = 22.7 + 0.22 (76.1 - 22.7) log 365
= 22.7 + 0.22 (53.4) (2.562)
A.S Notations
= 22.7 + 30.1 = 52.8 ksi [39.4ksi]
The notations used in this Appendix are listed here for
easy reference
A = Area of gross cross section, in sq. in.g
A = Total area of prestressing steel, in sq. in.ps
A-II
e = Eccentricity of prestress, in the gross section, in in.g
ECR = Part of final prestress loss, defined in Eq. A-3, in ksi
EL = Transfer elastic loss of prestress, in ksi
f t D = Nominal concrete stress at c.g.s. caused by permanentlyClv
applied loads (including member's own weight), calcu-
lated based on gross section properties, in ksi
fct = Elastic concrete stress at c.g.s. caused by permanently
applied loads (including member's own weight), in ksi
f = Initial concrete prestress, at c.g.s., immediately
C3
upon transfer, in ksi
f = Ultimate tensile strength of prestressing steel, in ksipu
f = Initial tensioning stress of prestressing steel (imme-Sl
diately upon anchorage to prestressing bed), in ksi
4
I = Moment of inertia of gross cro~s section, in in.g
IL = Total prestress loss at initial stage, in ksi
k 1 = Transfer time after initial tensioning, in days
LD = Part of final prestress loss, representing effects of
applied load, in ksi
n. = Initial modular ratio of steel to concrete
1
PL = Total prestress loss t days after transfer, in ksi
c
REL 1 = Relaxation loss of steel stress before transfer, in ksi
A-12
S = Strain in prestressing steel, in 10- 2 in. per in.
s
SRL = Part of final prestress los~defined in Eq. A-3, in ksi
t = Time after transfer, in days
c
TL = Final prestress loss, in ksi
~ = Parameter of geometrical design of section, defined in
proposed specification, part (b), dimensionless
A-13
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APPENDIX' B
NOTATIONS
The notations used. in this report were defined upon
their first appearance in the text. Those of a general importance
are assembled in this Appendix for easy reference. Several nota-
tions are used only once and are not included in the following
listing. An effort has been made to make the units of the
symbols consistent. Unless specifically indicated otherwise, all
quantities are expressed in consistent kip...in-dayunits.
a = Area of an individual steel elementps
A = Area of net concrete section
c
A = Area. of the gross cross sectiong
A = Total area of all prestressing steel elementsps
At = Area of the transformed cross section
CR = Prestress loss due to creep of concrete
e = Eccentricity of prestress, referring to the grossg
cross section
e t = Eccentricity of prestress, referring to the transformed
cross section
ECR = One part of the final prestress loss, nearly independent
of·f , see Section 3.~.4
81
A-IS
EL = Prestress loss due to elastic shortening
f = Fiber stress in concrete
. c
f
et = Concrete fiber stress at e.g.a.· caused by the applied
loads
f = Concrete fiber stress at e.g.a. at an arbitrary time.
cs
Als~, for BPR: formulas only, initial stress in con-
crete at centroid of prestressing steel, in psi
f = Concrete, fiber prestress at C.g.8. immediately uponC3
transfer (not including effect of girder weight) .
f = Prestress in steelp
f- = Specified ultimate tensile strength of prestressingpu
steel
f = Stress in prestressing steel
s
f. =Initial tensioning stress in steel, in psi (used inSl
BPR formula only)
fs~ = Steel stress caused by applied loads, at end of
set-vice life
i sti = Steel stress caused by applied loads at transfer time
f = Initial tensioning stress in steel, upon anchorage to
81
prestressing bed
A-16
f
Sa
f
83
= Steel prestress immediately before transfer
= Steel prestress immediately after transfer
= Parameters to define concrete stress distribution in
member- secLion, see Eq. 3-8
I = Moment of inertia of gross cross sectiong
It = Moment of inertia of transformed cross section
IL = Initial total prestress loss, immediately after
transfer
k 1 = Time interval from tensioning of steel to transfer'
k a = Initial tensioning strain in steel, in 10-
2
LD = Prestress gain due to the long term effect of
applied loads
M = Bending moment on section caused by applied load
n = Effective modular ratio of steel to concrete
n. = Modular ratio at transfer time
1
P = Axial load on section caused by applied load
PL = Total prestress loss t days after transfer
c
REL = Prestress loss due to relaxation
REL 1 = Relaxation loss occurring before transfer
S = Strain in concrete, in 10- 2
c
A-I?
S = Steel strain, in 10- a
s
SH = Prestress loss due to s'hrinkage
SRL = One part of the final prestress loss, independent of
section geometry, see Section 3.4.4
t = Time from transfer
c
t = Time from initial tensioning of steel
8
TL = Total prestress 10s8 at end of service life
x = Distance of elementary area from the centroid axis
of gross cross section
= A dimensionless parameter of the section geometry
1
= ---------
Aps
y = Magnification factor for ni to reflect effects of
shrinkage, creep and relaxation, dimensionless
~f = For BPR formulas only, loss of prestress, in psi
s
~ = Ratio of area of longitudinal steel to that of con-
crete net section, in percent
A-IS
APPENDIX C
DERIVATIONS OF EQUATIONS AND FORMULAS
C.1 Derivation of Basic Procedure Equations 3 - 9
The set of equations used in the development of the basic
analytical procedure includes the two stress-strain-time relation-
ships, the four linking relationships and the linear relationship
defining concrete stress distribution in the member section.
f = f tAl + AaSs
+ A Sa
s pu 3 S
- [B 1 + Ba log (ts +l)J
aS
- [B a + B4 'log (t + 1) ] S }s S ,8
(3-1)
S = Clfc + [D t + Da log (t + 1) ]c c
+ ([E l + Ea log (t +1),] + .f, [E + E log (t +l)]J" c' C 3 4: c
(3-3)
Jf dA - l:f a = P
.' c c s ps
Jf xdA - Lf xa- = - M
c C S 1J8
A-19
(3-4)
(3-5)
(3-6)
(3-7)
(3-8)
In these equations, f , f ,S and S are functions of x, and in
c s' c s
Egs. 3~6 and 3-7 ',: the, integrations are over the net concrete
section area and the summations cover all prestressing steel ele-
ments. Substituting Eq. 3-8 into, 3-6, and 3-7, and performing
the integrations,
I g ~ - ~ (f + f ) x a = - Mg'~ ,S cs s ps
, (3-6a)
(3-7a)
where f = Concrete fiber stress at the level of prestresscs
steel
x = x distance for an individual prestressing elements
Therefore f = g + g,axs (C-l)cs 1
To simplify further derivation, a group of parameters are introduced.
P1 = Alfpu
Pa = [Aa - B - B log (t + 1) ] f1 2 S pu
Pa = [A3 - B - B4 log (t +1) ] f3 S pu
Q1 = D + E 1 + (Ds + Ea) log (t + 1)1 C
Then f
s
= p p S + P Sa1+ as 38 (C-2)
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(C-3)
Substituting into Eq. 3-5:
S = k a - Q - Q fs 1 a cs
Substitute into Eq. C-l:
(C-4)
where
.a
= R + R~f + R f1 . 0 CS 3 CS
a
R1 = P1 + P.a (kg - Ql) + P3 (kg - Ql)
a
R = P Q
3 3 2
(C-5)
Substituting" Egs. C-l and C-S into the equilibrium conditions 3-6a
and 3-7a
Agg l - L: [Rl + (Ra + 1) (gl + gaxs) + Ra (g 1 + gaxs) aJ a = Pps (C-6)
x a = - Ms ps
(C-7)
These equations are simultaneous quadratic equations in gl and ga'
and can be writen in the form of Egs. 3-9 by introducing the fol-
lowing parameters.
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Ul = R A + P V1 = R ~xa - M1 pS 1 pS
U = (Ra + 1) Aps Ag Va = (Ra + 1) l:xaps = Ua 3
~xa V (R 1) a IU = eRa + 1) = + ~x a3 ps 3 a ps g
1 (C-8)U4 = R A V = R ~xa = 2 Us3 pS 4 3 ps
2R Exa a tU = V = 2R Ex a = 2Ua5 3 ps "6 3 ps
J
a 3U 6 = Rsl:x aps Va = R Ex a3 ps
Then: a a au + Uag1 + U3 gS + U4 g1 + U5 g1 ga + Uega =
} (3-9)
1
.a a
V + V g + V g + V4 g1 + V g g + Vega =
a
1 a 1 3 a 6 1 a
C.2 Special Cases of the General Procedure
Special Case 1: If prestressing steel is concentrated
at one level, then x becomes a constant for all elements, and is
s
equal to e by definition. Replacing x by e and perform allg s g
summations in Egs. C-8, the parameters U and V become simplified
as follows:
U
l = R A + P1 pS
U = (R + 1) A - Aa :a pS g
U
a = (R.a + 1) e A = Vg ps a
U = R A
4 3 ps
U = 2R A e = 2V5 3 ps g 4
U = RsA e
a 1
=-v6 ps g 2 6
V = ReA
- M1 1 g ps
a
Va = (R a + 1) e A - Ig ps g
R e
3
V = A6 3 g ps
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Substituting these parameters into Egs. 3-9, the quadratic terms
can be eliminated by multiplying the first equation by e andg
subtracting the second.
Therefore Pe + Mg
I
g
(C-9)
Substituting into Eq. 3-8
f = [1 +
c
A e xi g J gl -
g
Pe ' + Mg
I g
x
It is clear that Egs. 3-9 can be transformed into a quadratic equa-
tioD in terms of gl by means of Eq. C-9. However, a more useful
form of the equation is obtained by eliminatingg1 and ga from Eqs.
C-6, C-7 and C-4. Replacing x bye, these equations becomes g
,-- [R + (Ra + 1) (g + g2 e g)
2
Agg1 + R (g + g2 eg) ] Aps = P (C-6a)1 1 3 1
.T
O
"\:
I.f
- M
(C-7a)
(C-4a)
Multiply Eq. C-6a by I , Eq. C-7a by (A e ), add these two equa-g g g
tions, and substitute Eq. C-4a
AgI, f - [R 1 + eRa + 1) f + R. f 2] A (I + A e 2) = PI - MA eg cs cs 3 cs ps g g g g g g
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Therefore
f
cs
. a
1 e ) pMe '
- [R1 + eRa +1) f es +R fa] A (- +...z- = - - -& (C-IO)3 es ps Ag I g Ag I g
Two parameters are now introduced
1~ =-------
.a
A (-1.+i&-)ps Ag g
Me
L + ---&A Ig g
Eq. C-IO is then transformed into Eq. 3-10
(3-10)
It is important to note that f~~is the nominal concrete stress
caused by the applied loads, based on gross section properties,
and using a tension positive sign convention. The dimensionless
geometrical parameter ~ is closely assoc~ated with the ratio of
steel prestress to concrete prestress.
Equation 3-11 for the steel stress is obtained by com-
bining Egs. 3-10 and C-S.
Special Case 2: If prestress is applied concentrically
and no bending moment is generated from external loads, e = 0,g
M = 0, and the stresses and strains in both materials should be
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uniform over the entire cross section. Also, in Egs. C-8, all
summations involving the. odd powers of x vanish. Therefore,
s
U3 ;: U = V =v = V = a5 :a 4 6
V1 = - M = 0
ga = 0
The second' of Eq. 3-9 is seen to become trival. The first equa-
tion is reduced to the following form'
(R A + P) + [(R a + 1) A - A ] gl + (R A ) gla == a1 ps ps g 3 ps
Dividing through by Aps
The similarity between this equation and Eq. 3-10 is noted. In fact,
for this special case,
fT
et
f
cs
p
= - Ag
A
= --&.
Aps
Then, Eq. C-ll is indeed a special form of Eq. 3-10.
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C.3 Proof of Equivalence of Eqs. 3-14a and 3-14b
Eq. 3-14a
Eq. 3-14b
f 1 f= ~ - 1C3 + n. sa1
2
f A f (1 e t )= -+--C3 ps sa At It
1 A IBy definition ~ = = g ga A e 2)e A (I +
A (.l+-Z....) ps g g gps A Ig g
Therefore
.a
1 A (1 + A e )ps g g g (C-12)
= a~ + n. - 1 A I + (n. - 1) (I + A e ) Aps1 g g 1 g g g
The relationships between properties of gross and transformed
sections are
At = A + (n. - 1) Ag 1. ps
= A eg g
a
= I + A eg g g
Therefore, the numerator of the right hand side of Eq. C-12 is
And the denominator is
AgI g + CUi - 1) CI g + Ageg2) ApS
= [Ag + CUi - 1) ApsJ I g + CUi - 1) ApsAgeg
2
2 2 .a [ ]
= AtI t + At e t - Ageg At - CUi - 1) Aps
= A I + (A ) .a (A e ).at t tet - g g
T·herefore
a
1 et )
= Aps (A + -r-t t Q.E.D.
C.4 Proof of Equivalence of Eq. 3-17a to Elastic Analysis
From C.3,
1
r3 + n - 1 = A ( 1ps At
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Aps CIt + At e t
2
)
Atl t
Therefore ~~ + n - 1 f cl
The first term on the right hand side
p
= - At
:a
- A eg g
= -
= - L + P (e - e t )At g
The second term
~ p P (e - e ) e t MetTherefore
_ 1 f~ g "t= - - + +f3 + n At It It
P [M + P (e - e t ) ] et
= - - +
g
At It
The last expression shows exactly the stress caused by
the applied forces P and M at e.g.s. based on transformed section,
properties. The second term in the bracket represents the bending
moment on the transformed sections caused by the load P acting at
an eccentricity (eg - eJ ·
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Q.E.D.
5.20
APPENDIX D
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
Three examples have been worked out to illustrate the
application of the recommended procedure as presented in Chapter 4.
One problem is shown in detail in Section 4.2. This Appendix con-
tains the detailed calculations for the other examples.
In all examples, the deck structure consists of a 7~ in.
slab, cast-in-place without shoring, with a 7 in. structural thick-
ness. Erection of precast beams is assumed 1 day after transfer.
Deck slab is cast 7 days after transfer. Additional dead load of
30 psf is applied 28 days after the casting of slab. All pre-
stressing tendons are of the stress-relieved type and 270 K grade.
Example 2: PennDOT standard 20/33 I-beams, spaced at
6 ft. 10 in. and spanning 60 ft. Prestressing steel consists
of 34 straight 1/2 in. strands. A = 5.20 sq. in.,ps
f = 189 ksi = 0.70 f ,k1 = 3 days. Lower bound concrete.S1 pu
Gross section properties are A = 417 sq. in_,g
e = 7.95 in. and I = 44,754 in. 4 Composite section propertiesg g
(7 in. x 82 in. effective flange) are A = 991 sq. in.,
e = 20.77 in. and I = 165,492 in. 4
1~ =---------- = 50.5
( 1 7 . 95
2
)
417 + 44,754
f T - (2350 + 3460) 7.95 + 1110 (20.77) = 1.171 ks~ct - 44754 165492 ~
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Step 1: From Fig. A-l, for f If =0.70 and k1 =3 daysSl pu
REL 1 = 0.028 f =7.56 ksipu
fsa = 189 - 7.56 = 181.4 ksi
From Eq. A-2, for ~ =50.5, ni = 5
EL =
5+ 5 _ 1 (181.4) =16.6 ksi50.5
Step 2:
IL =7.6 + 16.6 =24.2 ksi
f = 189 - 24.2 = 164.8 ksi83
f =~ (16.6) =3.32 ksiCs .:>
From Fig. A-2, for f If = o. 70, lower· bound concrete
51 pu
SRL = 0.144 f = 38.9 k5ipu
ECR = 11 (3.32) = 36.5 ksi
E A 5 f - 5 (50.5) (1 171) 5 42 k ·q • -: st i - 50. 5 + 5 - 1· =. s ~
Eq. A-4: LD = (1.9) (5.42) = 10.3 ksi
TL =38.9 + 36.5 - 10.3 = 65.1 ksi
Final prestress = 189 - 65.1 = 123.9 ksi
Final steel stress = 123.9 + 5.42 = 129.3 ksi
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Step 3: At the end of one year:
PL = 24.2 + 0.22 (6~.1 - 24.2) log (365)
= 24~2 + 0.56 (40.9)
= 47.1 ksi
Prestress = 189 - "47.1 = 141.9 ksi
Steel stress = 141.9 + 5.42 = 147.3 ksi
Example 3: PennDOT standard 24/60 I-beams spaced at 7 ft.
1 in. center to center and spanning 103 ft. Prestressing steel
consists of 66 strands of 7/16 in. diameter, A = 7.72 sq. in.ps
Prestress is harped at 0.15 span points from midspan.
f S1 = 186 ksi =~0.69 f pu ' k 1 = 0.75 days. Upper bound concrete.
Determine prestress losses for midspan section.
Gross section properties areAg = 848 sq . in.,
e = 19.51 in. at ~fdspan and 11.49 in. at centerline of supports.g
4
I = 355,185 in. Composite section properties (consideringg
7 in. x 85 in. eff7ctive flange) are A = 1443 sq. in., e = 34.02 in.
at midspan, and I = 790,734 in. 4
13 =
1·
( 1 19 . 51
2
)-
7.72 848 + 355,185
= 57.3
fT - (14 00 + 1 7 01 1 .51 337034. 2 = 1.563 ksi
et - 355185 + 790734
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Step 1:
Step 2:
From Fig. A-I, for f If' = 0.69, k 1 = 0.75 day81 pu
REL1 = 0.019 f (by extending lines) = 5.1 ksi
. pu
f = 186 - 5.1 ~ 180.9 ksiSa
From Eq. A-2, for ~ = 57.3, and n. = 6
1
6
EL = 57.3 + 6 _ 1 (180.9) = 17.4 ksi
IL = 5.1 + 17.4- = 22.5 ksi
f = 186 - 22.5 = 163.5 ksiSs
f = -61 (17.4) = 2.9 ksi
cs
From Fig. A-2, for f If = 0.69, upper bound concrete
81 pu
SRL = 0.193 f = 52.1 ksipu
From Fig. A-3, for f = 2.9 ksi, use typical value
Ca
of f If = 0.70
Sl pu
ECR = 0.135 f pu = 36.4- ksi
From Eg. A-5, for ~ = 57.3, ni = 6 and f et = 1.563ksi
f - 6 (S 7 · 3)
sti ~ 57.3 + 6 - 1
From Eq. A-4-, for Y = 3.3
(1.563) = 8.6p ksi
LD = (2.3) (8.60) = 19.8 ksi
TL = 52.1 + 36.4- - 19.8 = 68.7 ksi
Final prestress = 186 - 68.7 = 117.3 ksi
Final steel stress = 117.3 + 8.6 = 125.9 ksi
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Step 3: At the end of the first year
PL = 22.5 + 0.22 (68.7 - 22.5) log (365)
= 22.5 + 0.56 (46.2)
= 48.3 ksi
Prestressing remaining = 186 - 48.3 = 137.7 ksi
Steel stress = 137.7 + 8.6 = 146.3 ksi
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